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kEY fIGUrEs

(Dkk 1,000) Ifrs Ifrs  Ifrs  fo-GaaP
Profit and loss 2010 2009 2008 2007

  
Operating revenues  820,212 596,565 365,634 229,525
operational EbIt*  247,300 158,740 70,789 103,346
Earnings before interest and taxes (EbIt) 315,580 192,394 63,157 41,560
Earnings before taxes (Ebt) 307,259 181,237 46,148 30,437
    
Net earnings 259,711 148,728 38,339 24,831

   
Earnings per share before fair value adjustment of biomass (Dkk)  3.97 40.49 14.91 8.30
Earnings per share after fair value adjustment of biomass (Dkk) 5.41 49.71 12.81 8.30

Statement of financial position  2010 2009 2008 2007
  

total non-current assets 519,427 257,741 247,657 223,242
total current assets 665,229 363,291 304,873 248,159
TOTAl ASSeTS  1,184,656 621,032 552,530 471,401

 

total equity 902,289 388,887 241,650 196,308
total liabilities 282,366 232,145 310,880 258,798
    
TOTAl eQUITY AND lIABIlITIeS 1,184,656 621,032 552,530 471,401

   
Net interest bearing debt  70,190 97,293 243,696 225,789
equity share  76% 63% 44% 42%

*aligned for fair value adjustment of biomass, onerous contracts provision and for 2010 costs related to the listing of the company
 on oslo børs. No adjustments are in the figures for 2007
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bakkafrost’s HIstorY

The following is a summary of the main events and milestones of the company since its establishment:

1968  

the bakkafrost business was established by the two brothers Hans and roland Jacobsen. the first processing 
plant was built the same year. the third brother, martin Jakobsen, joined the company in 1971.

1972 

a second processing plant was built in Glyvrar. the business idea was to catch herring in the faroese fjords and 
to process and sell spiced and marinated herring fillets. 

1977 

Packaging of flatfish from other faroese fish producers for the Uk market was started. this was mainly to stabi-
lise the existing business, as the volumes of herring caught decreased.

1979 

started fish farming activities – one of the first companies in the faroe Islands to do so. 

1980s  

Development of the production of blue whiting into mince and surimi in the faroe Islands. blue whiting stock 
plummeted in 1990, causing financial distress for the Group and the rest of the sector. 

1986

P/f bakkafrost was incorporated as sp/f faroe salmon by Jón Purkhús and Heini Gregersen, and started produc-
tion of farmed salmon and smolt.  

1992 

restructuring of the Group by regin Jacobsen, Hans Jacobsen and martin Jakobsen. at this time, the Group estab-
lished P/f alistøðin á bakka. they had farming licences for salmon in two fjords, slaughtering capacities for salm-
on in Glyvrar, as well as pelagic processing capabilities and production of styropor boxes for transportation of 
fish.

1995 

a value added product (“VaP”) factory for salmon was built within an existing location, the factory in Glyvrar. 
the investment was limited, and the capacity was low. the company received a licence to produce smolt/fry in 
Glyvrar/Glyvradalur.

1999–2001 

the Group increased the capacity of the VaP to around 22 tonnes gutted weight per day through two separate 
investments during this period in order to facilitate further growth.

2006 

the Group grew through acquisitions and mergers, and increased its farming capacity by 15,000 tonnes gwt, to 
a total capacity of 18,000 tonnes gwt of salmon. the Group gained access to six new fish farming fjords and two 
hatcheries for production of smolts and fry. the Group made large investments to increase the VaP factory in 
Glyvrar to manage the increased volumes, and the factory reached a capacity of 55 tonnes gwt per day.

2008 

the shareholders of bakkafrost and Vestlax agreed to merge the companies. the merger was scheduled for 1 
January 2010. P/f Vestlax Holding’s shareholders agreed to be remunerated in bakkafrost shares. the Vestlax 
Group had a capacity of 11,000 tonnes gwt of salmon and trout and a processing plant located in kollafjørður.

2009 

best year ever in terms of produced volumes, revenues and operating profit. Decision made to list the company 
on oslo børs.

2010 

bakkafrost and Vestlax merged. the combined company is the largest farming company in the faroes, with 
around 55% of the farmed salmon from the faroes. the fully integrated company, spanning from smolt produc-
tion to farming to finished VaP products, harvested 21,626 tonnes gwt in 2010. on 26 march 2010, the company 
was listed on oslo børs and broadened its shareholder base. In addition to local faroese investors, the company 
is now owned by international investors from all over Europe and the Usa.  
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the figure above shows the structure of the bakkafrost Group, with activities separated into different entities 
based on activities. the Group produced 21,626 tonnes gwt in 2010 (2009: 30,650 tonnes gwt) through a total of 
15 farming sites located around the faroes.
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oPEratIoN sItEs 

bakkafrost’s 15 fish farms are located in the central and northern part of the faroe Islands. on average, each fish 
farm can produce around 2,500 tonnes gutted weight per year with the present production regime within the 
next 2–5 years. 
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maIN EVENts

•  Merged the Bakkafrost and the Vestlax Group, effective from 1 January 2010
•  Listed the company on Oslo Stock Exchange
•  Carried out a share capital increase and broadened the shareholder base
•  Continued high productivity with low feed converting factor and low mortality
•  Built the base for further increases in the production by increasing the smolt release and building up biomass
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cHaIrmaN’s statEmENt

since bakkafrost started farming salmon in 1978, the farming industry has become one of the most important 
industries in the faroe Islands. today, the farming industry stands for over 30% of the total export. as the larg-
est fish farming company in the faroe Islands, with approx. 55% of the production in 2010, bakkafrost has become 
important for the local community. the company has created many profitable jobs and is generating substantial 
activities in other industries in the faroe Islands, as many of the Group’s vendors are local businesses. 

bakkafrost will continue to focus on a sustainable farming operation, which is based on the veterinary model 
implemented in the faroe Islands in 2003, and which so far has been successful. this model states quite strictly 
how salmon farmers must operate. the main objective of the veterinary model is to increase the biological and 
veterinary security and support a sustainable and healthy operation. bakkafrost fully recognises the importance 
of such a model. therefore, in the coming year, we will, together with the rest of the industry and the govern-
ment in the faroe Islands, participate in the development and maintenance of this model. 

based on the veterinary model, together with cost efficiency, our dedicated staff and high market prices for salm-
on products, bakkafrost delivered the best financial result ever in 2010. the profit after tax was Dkk 259.7 
million, and earnings per kilo harvested salmon were in the upper end during the year compared to peers’ on 
oslo børs. the aim for the future is to be in the front when compared with peers. 

the board of Directors is satisfied with the Group’s financial results this year and would like to thank the staff 
for their efforts in 2010.
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maNaGEmENt's statEmENt

A NeW eRA

In 2010, a new era in the development of bakkafrost began. In line with bakkafrost’s growth strategy, bakkafrost 
was merged with the second largest farming company in the faroe Islands, the Vestlax Group, with bakkafrost 
as the continuing company. the merger created the largest salmon producer in the faroe Islands by far, with a 
capacity of some 45,000 tonnes whole fish equivalent’s (wfe) per year, assuming full utilisation of the 15 licenc-
es held by the company. bakkafrost owns 39% of the total licences in the faroe Islands, currently representing 
about 55% of total harvest volumes. the company operates five fully owned hatcheries and licences on 15 fish 
farming sites for marine production of atlantic salmon in the faroe Islands. the sites are located in thirteen 
different fjords. the combined Group also carries out primary processing and secondary processing. all primary 
processing takes place at the Group’s slaughter facilities in klaksvík and kollafjørður, and all secondary process-
ing takes place in the Group’s VaP facility in Glyvrar.

following the merger with Vestlax, bakkafrost was listed on oslo børs the 26th of march 2010,, giving the share-
holders a more transparent company and a more efficient pricing of the shares. In connection with the listing, 
some shareholders sold down part of their holdings in the company and a share capital increase was carried out. 
this broadened the share capital base so that bakkafrost’s shareholder base today spans from local faroese 
investors to international investors from scandinavia, Europe and the Usa. 

the listing on oslo børs increased the attention on the company from media, analysts and the investor commu-
nity. we are therefore proud to deliver a strong result for 2010. the result is based on a good biological situation, 
high salmon prices, our dedicated staff and a sharp focus on costs. Despite a significant decrease in the harvest-
ed volumes compared to 2009, the Group’s financial result was at a record level. the result after tax was Dkk 
259.7 million and earnings per share (EPs) of Dkk 5.41. the board of Directors has decided to propose to the 
annual General meeting that if no m&a activities have taken place before the next annual General meeting, Dkk 
3.91 (Nok 4.10**) per share shall be paid out as dividend. this corresponds to approximately Dkk 191 million (Nok 
200 million).
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OPeRATIONAl RevIeW
the Group’s operations went well in 2010. bakkafrost harvested 21,626 tonnes gutted weight at satisfying costs 
per kilo. the main factors behind the positive development over the last years are the company’s main key 
competitive advantages, which are:

low-cost producer

In terms of production costs, our farming operation has delivered strong results following the implementation of 
the veterinary regime¹ in the faroe Islands. the faroese veterinary system has improved fish health and reduced 
costs. thus, bakkafrost’s EbIt per kg has improved and is among the highest compared to peers’.

Well placed to access the US 

bakkafrost and the faroese salmon producers are in a favourable competitive position on the Us market. there-
fore, bakkafrost has established an experienced sales force with long-term relations with customers in the Us. 
we have a running operation and ongoing sales of large salmon supported by efficient logistical systems for the 
distribution of the products (both fresh and frozen) from the faroe Islands to the Us. the Us market prefers the 
higher-than-average size and weight and the high level of omega-3 offered in salmon produced from the faroe 
Islands, causing bakkafrost’s sale to the Us market to increase significantly, from almost nothing in 2008 to a 
substantial market for bakkafrost since then. 

vAP

bakkafrost has long-term experience in producing and selling value added products (VaP). Production facilities 
are state of the art, with high production efficiency. Produced volumes have increased by 34% per annum over 
the last three years and approximately 8% per annum over the last 10 years. In 2010, the VaP production repre-
sented 60% of the total harvested volumes. In the future, the VaP will represent approx 40–50% of the Group’s 
harvested volumes. the VaP production usually stabilises the Group’s earnings, because the sale is based on 
fixed-price contracts. these contracts are not as volatile as the spot market price for fresh salmon. 

Due to the high salmon prices in 2010, bakkafrost has had a loss on its VaP production this year. 2010 was the 
first year, since bakkafrost started its VaP production in 1995, with a negative contribution on this segment. the 
reason is that there always is a time lag between the increase in the spot prices and a subsequent increase in 
the contract prices for VaP products. on the other hand, when the spot prices decrease, there is a time lag until 
the contract prices decrease. 

Strong customer base

by focusing on meeting existing customers’ demands, bakkafrost benefits from its long-term relationships with 
a large number of customers. the relationships with customers have proven to give a competitive advantage for 
both bakkafrost and its customers through product development and marketing. thus, bakkafrost has customers 
it has been trading with for the last 15 years.

geographical location

bakkafrost’s salmon farms are located in areas with attractive qualities for salmon farming in terms of water 
quality, water temperature and circulation. the faroese fjords provide separation between locations, which 
improves biological control and area management. relatively short distances between farming areas and process-
ing facilities and well-developed infrastructure offer cost-efficient transportation of both feed and fish on land 
and at sea.

veterinary model

the veterinary model implemented in the faroe Islands since 2003 states quite strictly how salmon farmers must 
operate. the main objective of the veterinary model is to increase the biological and veterinary security and 
support a sustainable and healthy operation.

through total separation of salmon generations, vaccination against different diseases (Isa among others), strict 
regulation of movement of equipment and fish and other regulations, the results for the 2005–2009 generation 
on feed conversion ratio, mortality and productivity are among the best results ever seen in the faroese history 
of salmon production and are solid compared to, for instance, those of Norwegian peers. 

these factors, together with our dedicated staff, are the basis for the satisfying result for 2010.
 

maNaGEmENt's statEmENt

1 a set of laws implemented since 2003 in the faroe Islands, stating quite strictly how salmon farmers must operate.
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maNaGEmENt's statEmENt

FINANcIAl RevIeW 

overall, 2010 was characterised by record high salmon prices and thus profit margins.

Income statement

the bakkafrost Group generated gross operating revenues of Dkk 820.2 million in 2010, compared with Dkk 
596.6 million in 2009. the increase relates primarily due to the merger with the Vestlax Group, but also to the 
increase in the salmon prices. the operations harvested a total of 21,626 tonnes gutted weight, compared with 
18,685 tonnes in 2009. If you compare the 21,626 tonnes gutted weight in 2010 with what bakkafrost and Vestlax 
harvested in 2009, it is a decrease, as the combined Groups harvested 30,650 tonnes gutted weight in 2009.

the Group made an operating EbIt* of Dkk 247.3 million in 2010, compared with Dkk 158.7 million in 2009. oper-
ating EbIt came to Dkk 11.44 per kg gutted weight, compared with Dkk 8.49 in 2009. consolidated net profit 
totalled Dkk 259.7 million in 2010, compared with Dkk 148.7 million in 2009. Earnings per share totalled Dkk 
5.41 in 2010. the cash flow from operations was Dkk 195.0 million, compared with Dkk 188.7 million in 2009. the 
Group’s net interesting bearing debt amounted to Dkk 70.2 million, and solvency was in excess of 76%.

Segment performance 

bakkafrost Group operates with two business segments: farming of fish, including sale of fresh fish, and value 
adding of salmonoid products and sale of these. 

Farming including sale of fresh fish

farming is one of bakkafrost’s segments. the Group has production facilities in the central and north-eastern 
parts of the faroe Islands. there are no significant differences in the production properties of the licences, and 
the Group therefore reports the farmed salmonids, including the sale of fresh salmon, as one segment.

value added products (vAP)

a significant share of the farmed products is value added at the factory in Glyvrar. the output of the factory is 
predominantly portions for the retail market. therefore, this is reported as one segment. the strategy with the 
value added products is, in addition, to increase the Group’s earnings to reduce the volatility in the bakkafrost 
Group’s net earnings.

Gross external operating revenues for bakkafrost’s farming segment increased to Dkk 347.1 million in 2010, up 
from Dkk 237.9 million in 2009. the increase is due to a combination of higher spot prices and increased harvest-
ed volumes after the merger with Vestlax. operational EbIt, which is EbIt adjusted for fair-value adjustments on 
biomass and listing costs, totalled Dkk 287.1 million, compared to Dkk 127.9 million in 2009. this corresponds to 
an operating EbIt of Dkk 13.27 per kg gutted weight, compared to Dkk 6.84 per kg in 2009. the increase in the 
performance of the Group reflects the increase in the salmon price, the excellent biological situation and our 
dedicated staff. the Group’s farming segment harvested 21,799 tonnes gutted weight in 2010, compared to 19,292 
tonnes in 2009. 

the value added segments external operating revenue amounted to Dkk 473.1 million in 2010, compared to Dkk 
358.7 million in 2009. operational EbIt, which is EbIt adjusted for provision for onerous contracts and listing 
costs, totalled Dkk -39.8 million, compared to Dkk 30.8 million in 2009. this corresponds to an operating EbIt of 
Dkk -3.08 per kg gutted weight, compared to Dkk 2.81 per kg in 2009. the calculation is based on bakkafrost’s 
own harvested salmon. the increase in the salmon price during 2010 reflects the negative result from the value 
added segment. During 2010, the salmon prices have increased gradually most of the year. as there is a time lag 
between the movement in the fresh salmon prices and the contract prices, it takes time to catch up to the strong 
price for fresh salmon. this has therefore resulted in a loss in the VaP segment in 2010 for the first year ever 
since the production of VaP products commenced in 1995 in bakkafrost. the VaP segment purchases salmon from 
the farming segment at spot prices each week. 

In 2010, the associated company P/f salmon Proteins achieved a net result to bakkafrost of Dkk 0.5 million, 
compared to Dkk 0.3 million in 2009. since P/f salmon Proteins is defined as an associated company on the 
Group consolidated level, the bakkafrost Group recognises 58.5 percent of the company’s profit after tax.  

financial income in 2010 amounted to Dkk 1.1 million, compared to Dkk 2.9 million in 2009. Net interest expens-
es amounted to Dkk 8.2 million, compared to Dkk 13.1 million in 2009. the decrease can be attributed to a 
decrease in long- and short-term interest bearing debt due to the Group’s strong cash flow and to lower interest 
rates. 

Statement of financial position  

the Group’s total balance as of 31 December 2010 amounted to Dkk 1,184.7 million, compared to Dkk 621.0 
million at the end of 2009. the increase is most of all due to the merger with Vestlax. 

*aligned for fair value adjustment of biomass, onerous contracts provision and costs related to the listing of the company on oslo børs.
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maNaGEmENt's statEmENt

During the year, the Group invested approximately Dkk 68.4 million. Investments were made in buildings, 
processing equipment and general farming facilities. the company continues to invest in all activities to adjust 
capacity. 

the Group’s book value (fair value) of biological assets (fish in the sea) amounted to Dkk 482.1 million at the end 
of the year, compared to Dkk 227.5 million at the end of 2009. the total fair value adjustment of the biomass 
amounted to Dkk 130.8 million year-end 2010, compared to Dkk 46.9 million at the end of 2009. at the end of 
2010, the biomass of fish at sea under 4 kg/each was 5,723 tonnes live weight, compared to 5,159 tonnes live 
weight at the end of 2009. the biomass of fish exceeding 4 kg was 12,266 tonnes live weight, compared to 5,510 
tonnes live weight at the end of 2009. the reason for the increase is due to the merger with Vestlax at the begin-
ning of 2010.

the Group’s equity increased from Dkk 388.9 million at the start of the year to Dkk 902.3 million at the end of 
the year. the increase in equity can primarily be attributed to the good net result in 2010, the share capital 
increase in connection with the listing on oslo stock exchange and the merger with Vestlax on 1 January 2010. 
the increase in the equity due to the merger amounted to Dkk 185.2 million, and the share capital increase 
amounted to Dkk 75,000 before costs of Dkk 7.3 million.
 
the Group’s total non-current liabilities increased from Dkk 91.4 million to Dkk 157.4 million. the deferred tax 
increased by Dkk 62.9 million, while the long-term debt increased by Dkk 3.0 million, to Dkk 37.4 million at the 
end of 2010. the Group’s total non-current liabilities amounted to Dkk 125.0 million, compared to Dkk 140.7 
million at the end of 2009. 

the bakkafrost Group’s net interesting bearing debt amounted to Dkk 70.2 million at the end of 2010, compared 
to Dkk 97.3 million at the end of 2009. the Group had an equity ratio of 76.2 percent as of 31 December 2010, 
compared to 62.6 percent at the same date in 2009. a healthy financial position is considered to be a crucial 
element in the Group’s strategy for further growth and profitability. the Group will continue to place great 
emphasis on this going forward. 

cash flow 

the total cash flow from operating activities in 2010 was Dkk 195.0 million, compared to Dkk 188.7 million in 
2009. cash flow from investing activities came to Dkk -71.7 million and relates to investment in farming equip-
ment, the VaP plant and general investments. cash flow from financing activities totalled Dkk -149.9 million, 
which reflects a net payment of bank funding, the share capital increase prior to the listing on oslo stock 
Exchange, sale of own shares and payment of dividend. Net cash flow for the period amounted to Dkk -26.6 
million. cash at the end of the year was Dkk 9.1 million, compared to Dkk 35.3 million at the start of the year. 
together with established credit facilities with its banking partners, the Group’s liquidity and financial strength 
is considered to be good. the undrawn financing facility amounted to approximately Dkk 320 million at 31 
December 2010.
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OPeRATIONAl RISK AND RISK mANAgemeNT 

the bakkafrost Group is exposed to a number of different market, operational and financial risks arising from 
our normal business activities as a salmon producer. 

mARKeT RISK:

Price on farmed salmon

the Group’s financial position and future development depend to a considerable extent on the price of farmed 
salmon, which has historically been subject to substantial fluctuations. farmed salmon is a commodity, and it is 
therefore reasonable to assume that the market price will continue to follow a cyclical pattern. the balance 
between the total supply and demand for farmed salmon is a key parameter. overproduction may cause prices 
to decline, as was the case in 2001–2003. this could, in turn, have a significant impact on the company’s profit-
ability and liquidity.

Price on fish feed

feed costs account for a significant proportion of total production costs within the salmon farming sector, and 
fluctuations in feed prices could therefore have a major impact on profitability. feed prices are affected by both 
the global market for fishmeal and marine/animal/vegetable oils, and the feed industry is dominated by a small 
number of large, global producers.

Natural limitations in the marine resource base could lead to global shortages of fishmeal and oil for fish feed 
production. the feed producers have, however, come a long way in their efforts to replace some of the marine-
based input factors with vegetable raw materials.

OPeRATIONAl RISKS:

the rate at which farmed salmon grows, depends, among other things, on weather conditions. Unexpected warm 
or cold temperatures can have a significant negative impact on growth rates and feed consumption. the Group 
operates at sea under sometimes challenging conditions. this can result in incidents or necessary measures that 
can have significant cost implications, e.g. unexpected maintenance/repairs or escaped fish. the Group is contin-
ually working on reducing risks using experience with equipment, location and operational organisation. bakka-
frost’s facilities are located in areas where the weather conditions are well known and the facilities well secured, 
though other weather conditions, such as storms or floods, could also lead to unexpected losses at facilities. 
although the Group does not tolerate the escape of farmed salmon, there is always a risk that escapes will occur, 
in which case the Group’s business could be materially adversely affected, directly through loss of farmed salm-
on and indirectly through the spread of diseases, governmental sanctions, negative publicity or other indirect 
effects. Procedures and new technological solutions in this respect are constantly monitored.

although operational risk is, to a certain extent, reflected in budgets by means of estimates for mortality and the 
percentage of fish whose quality is downgraded in connection with primary processing, such risks might, if occur-
ring, materially affect the Group’s results and financial condition. the Group’s operations can also be materially 
impacted by what is classified as normal operating risks, e.g. quality from suppliers and sub-suppliers, etc. 

the salmon farming industry is associated with a high level of biological risk, and the Group aims to reduce that 
risk through the entire production cycle by means of systematic Group-wide bio-security auditing. the Group’s 
production facilities are located within a relatively small geographical area limited to the faroe Islands; accord-
ingly, some operational risk, if occurring, can affect the Group strongly (e.g. weather conditions, some diseases, 
etc.).

PRODUcTION-RelATeD DISORDeRS:

as the aquaculture industry has evolved and developed, the biological limits for how fast fish can grow have also 
been challenged. as with all other forms of intensive food production, a number of production-related disorders 
arise, i.e. disorders caused by intensive farming methods. as a rule, such disorders appear infrequently, but 
certain populations can be severely affected. the most important production-related disorders relate to physical 
deformities and cataracts. these invariably cause financial loss by way of reduced growth and inferior health, 
reduced quality on harvesting and damage to the industry’s reputation. 

maNaGEmENt's statEmENt
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DISeASe:

operation of fish farming facilities involves considerable risk with regard to disease. In the case of an outbreak 
of disease, bakkafrost will, in addition to the direct loss of fish, incur substantial costs in the form of premature 
harvesting, loss of quality of harvested fish and subsequent periodic reduced production capacity. salmon farm-
ing has historically been through several periods with extensive disease problems. common to all of these is that 
a solution has been found through breeding, better operating routines, increased expertise regarding the fish’s 
biological requirements and the development of effective vaccines. During the 1990s, the health situation in faro-
ese salmon farming improved dramatically. for example, the development of effective vaccines against the most 
important bacterial diseases, as well as generally better operating routines, have led to a reduction in antibiotic 
use in the faroe Islands. 

the economic importance of disease is measured in the form of mortality percentages (mortality), reduced 
growth or reduced quality on the end product. In addition, disease entails suffering for the fish. the percentage 
of loss per generation varies both between generations and between producing countries/regions, but an aver-
age for the industry would be around 8–15% per generation. over half of this is fish that is taken out of the sea 
before it reaches 500g, with correspondingly limited costs associated with it. farmed salmon are particularly 
vulnerable when they are released into the sea. the rapid change from freshwater to the full salinity of seawa-
ter exposes the smolts to osmotic stress, in addition to other stressors such as handling, pumping and transpor-
tation. the production of a high-quality smolt depends on a thorough control of the freshwater quality and the 
smoltification process. a high level of bio-security measures in addition to good management practices and selec-
tion of good production sites and technology is an important factor to obtain good growth and improve health.

maNaGEmENt's statEmENt
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FINANcIAl RISK AND RISK mANAgemeNT
the follow-up of internal procedures associated with financial reporting is undertaken as part of management’s 
day-to-day supervision, the process owners’ follow-up and the auditor’s independent testing. Non-compliances 
and areas noted as needing improvement are followed-up and remedial measures implemented. 

Foreign exchange risk

bakkafrost trades on the world market for farmed salmonids, and parts of revenues and accounts receivable are 
denominated in foreign currency. on the other hand, purchases of raw materials, etc. are predominantly denom-
inated in Dkk. fluctuations in foreign exchange rates, therefore, present a financial risk to the Group.

credit risk     

the risk that counterparties do not have the financial strength to meet their obligations is considered relatively 
low, since losses due to bad debts historically have been small. However, following the international crisis, the 
risk of losses may be considered increasing. the Group has guidelines to ensure that sales are made only to 
customers that have not previously had payment problems and that outstanding balances do not exceed fixed 
credit limits. the majority part of the total accounts receivable is insured. as not all receivables are insured, the 
Group has to accept a certain risk element in accounts receivable. 

the gross credit risk on the date of the statement of financial position corresponds to the Group’s receivables 
portfolio on the date of the statement of financial position.

liquidity risk     

Liquidity risk is the risk that the Group will not be able to meet its financial obligations as they fall due. Liquid-
ity risk is managed by maintaining a flexible financial structure which is secured by means of established 
borrowing facilities. the Group’s objective is to have sufficient cash, cash equivalents or medium-term credit 
facilities to meet its borrowing requirement in the short term. Unused credit facilities are described in note 16, 
where the terms also are described.

capital structure and equity

the prime objective of the Group’s capital management is to ensure that it maintains a good credit rating in order 
to achieve favourable borrowing terms. by ensuring a good debt-to-equity ratio, the Group will support its busi-
ness operations. the Group manages and makes changes to its capital structure in response to an ongoing assess-
ment of financial conditions under which the business operates and its short- and medium-term outlook, includ-
ing any adjustment in dividend payouts, buyback of own shares, capital reduction or issue of new shares.   

maNaGEmENt's statEmENt
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ReSeARcH AND DevelOPmeNT AcTIvITIeS
the Group has spent approximately Dkk 0.8 million in r&D expenses during 2010, compared to Dkk 0.6 million 
in 2009.

gOINg cONceRN
with reference to the Group’s profits, financial strength and long-term forecasts for the years ahead, it is 
confirmed that the financial statements for 2010 are based on the assumption that bakkafrost is a going concern. 
In the opinion of the board, the Group’s financial position is good. 

DIvIDeND POlIcY
bakkafrost aims to give its shareholders a competitive return on their investment, both through payment of divi-
dends from the company and by securing an increase in the value of the equity through positive operations. 
Generally, the company should pay dividends to its shareholders, but it is the responsibility of the board of 
Directors to make an overall assessment in order to secure the company a healthy capital base, both for daily 
operations and for a healthy future growth of the company.

It is the board of Directors view that 30–50% of EPs shall be paid out as dividend when the Group’s equity ratio 
is above 60%. 

PAReNT cOmPANY’S FINANcIAl STATemeNTS AND AllOcATION OF PROFIT 
FOR THe YeAR 
the parent company P/f bakkafrost had a net profit of Dkk 90.1 million for 2010. the board of Directors has 
decided to propose to the annual General meeting that if no m&a activities have taken place before the next 
annual General meeting, Dkk 3.91 (approximately Nok 4.10) per share shall be paid out as dividend. this corre-
sponds to approximately Dkk 191 million (Nok 200 million).

The Board thereby proposes the following allocation of funds: 

• Result for 2010 DKK 90.1 million.
• Transferred from other equity DKK 100.9 million.
• Total provision for dividend DKK 191.0 million. 

after payment of dividend, the distributable equity totals Dkk 161.9 million. 

eveNTS AFTeR THe DATe OF THe STATemeNT OF FINANcIAl POSITION 
from the date of the statement of financial position until today, no events have occurred which materially impact 
the information provided by the accounts.

maNaGEmENt's statEmENt

*the dividend per share in Nok is subject to changes depending on the exchange rate between Dkk and Nok when the dividend is paid out.
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OUTlOOK 2011
the market outlook for salmon products in 2011 is good. we expect that salmon prices will stay on a high level 
in 2011. 

bakkafrost has increased the release of smolts each year over the last years. therefore, bakkafrost expects to 
harvest approx 33,000 tonnes gutted weight of salmon in 2011, compared to 21,626 tonnes in 2010. 

bakkafrost released 8.2 million smolts in 2010, compared to 6.4 million in 2009. the smolt release in the first half 
of 2010 will be harvested in the second half of 2011, and the smolt release in the second half of 2010 will be 
harvested in the first half of 2012.

bakkafrost will continue to explore m&a possibilities, but it will be equally important to further utilise unused 
farming capacities in existing licences. 

the ratio of harvested fish sold on long-term contracts in 2011 is planned to be between 40–50% of the harvest-
ed volumes, compared to 60% in 2010. the decrease in the relative share of harvested volumes from 2010 to 2011 
is due to the increase in total harvested volumes.

the operational changes post-merger of Vestlax into bakkafrost are on track, and bakkafrost will receive further 
benefits of the merger during 2011. 

the financial position of bakkafrost is strong. the company has a strong balance sheet and is well funded with 
undrawn loan and credit facilities. It is the goal to continue to have a strong financial position to secure organic 
growth in the coming years and to be in a position to take advantage of m&a activities, as well as to handle the 
risks involved in our industry. the board of Directors have decided to propose to the annual General meeting 
that if no m&a activities have taken place before the next annual General meeting, Dkk 3.91 (Nok 4.10* per share) 
shall be paid out as dividend. this corresponds to approximately Dkk 191 million (Nok 200 million).

maNaGEmENt's statEmENt
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mAIN TReNDS IN THe HUmAN cONSUmPTION OF SeAFOOD

the food and agriculture organisation of the United Nations (the “fao”) has estimated that in 2006, the total 
human consumption of seafood was approximately 110.4 million tonnes. according to the fao, the demand for 
seafood has been growing and was expected to continue growing at a faster rate than most of the other main 
food product categories. 

THe FOllOWINg FAcTORS HAve BeeN IDeNTIFIeD AS THe mAIN DRIveRS FOR cONTINUINg gROWTH:

Increase of per capita consumption: 

the global annual per capita consumption of fish has been predicted to increase from about 17.0 kilograms in 
2008 to 19–21 kilograms by 2030. In particular, the fao expects per capita consumption in North america and 
Europe, the main regions where farmed fish are currently regularly eaten, to increase rapidly over the next 10 
years before slowing down to a more moderate growth level. 

Increased standard of living: 

Economic growth in asia, Europe, the United states and parts of Eastern Europe has led to an increase in the 
standard of living, and this has increased the demand for premium food products such as salmon.

growth in world population: 

as world population continues to grow, with current projections of an increase from 6 billion people in the year 
2000 to around 9 billion by 2050, farmed fish is expected to be one of the many food groups which will experi-
ence an increase due to larger demand for animal protein.

enjoyment, health and practicality: 

seafood is considered to be a healthy and nutritious alternative to meat products. It is perceived as a healthy 
product due to its fairly low cholesterol content. In particular, fatty fish such as salmon have a high percentage 
of omega-3 fatty acids, which have scientifically proven health benefits. these factors are believed to be key 
drivers for further growth of farmed fish and salmon in particular as an alternative to beef, poultry and pork.

farmed fish production is a more efficient source of protein relative to other sources of animal protein. fish farm-
ing has been shown to have a more efficient rate of conversion of feed into protein. for example, farmed salm-
on requires less than 50 percent of the weight of feed required to produce an equivalent weight of other animal 
protein products.

bUsINEss rEVIEw
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SeAFOOD cONSUmPTION

the world population is approximately 6.7 billion people. the world population has grown by 1.34% a year since 
1990, corresponding to about 80 million people per year. the growth figures indicate a population of around 9–10 
billion people by the year 2050. 

fish consumption has undergone major changes in the past four decades. world per capita consumption of fish 
has increased gradually, from an average of 10 kg in the 1960s to approximately 17 kg in 2010. the supply of fish 
has not grown uniformly in all fish producing regions. china is the major contributor to the growth in supply of 
fish. their estimated share of world fish production increased from 21% in 1994 to 35% in 2005, while the chinese 
per capita supply was about 26 kg. 

the figure below shows world seafood production (for human consumption) and consumption per capita 1990–
2009E.

there are large variations in the consumption of seafood, both between regions and in different countries, and 
also within each country. the global increase in fish consumption follows the increase in general food consump-
tion per capita. over the last decades, consumers in the most developed countries are more dynamic in their 
dieting habits, and the consumption of meat and seafood per capita has a strong relation to consumer revenues. 
Less food is prepared at home, the supermarkets offer ready-to-cook products and a larger share of the popula-
tion can afford dining out. However, many countries continue to face food shortages and nutrient inadequacies, 
and major inequalities exist in the access to food.

bUsINEss rEVIEw
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mAIN mARKeTS FOR SAlmON

the EU, the Us, Japan and russia are the main markets for atlantic salmon. the EU market is the largest market in 
terms of volume. the EU market and especially the russian market have shown solid growth over the last couple 
of years. these main markets seem to be partly independent of each other with regards to prices and demand, as 
shown in 2003, when prices in Europe were low compared to the relatively strong prices in the Us.

the figure below shows per capita consumption for farmed atlantic salmon from 1995–2008 for the selected main 
markets of the Us, the EU, russia and Japan. 

THe US mARKeT

the total supply of atlantic salmon to the Us market was approximately 278,800 tonnes in 2009, a decrease of 
5% from 2008. the main reason for the decline in supply to the Us is lower supply from chile, which was caused 
by production problems, mainly Isa problems. 

the largest supplier is still chile, with approximately 105,500 tonnes, but the Isa problems in chile have changed 
the picture. the European supply to the Us market has increased by nearly 50,000 tonnes. the increased supply 
from other countries has partially compensated for the drop in supply from chile and canada, but the total supply 
to the Us market dropped by 5% in 2009. 

bakkafrost and the faroese salmon producers are competitive on the Us market. the Group has a running oper-
ation and ongoing sales of large salmon, supported by efficient logistical systems for the distribution of the prod-
ucts (both fresh and frozen) from the faroe Islands to the Us. the Us market prefers the higher-than-average 
size and weight and the high level of omega-3 offered in salmon produced from the faroe Islands. 

SUPPlY OF ATlANTIc SAlmON TO US mARKeT (tonnes wfe)
country  2002  2003  2004  2005  2006  2007  2008  2009e  
canada   85,400 64,800 62,200 78,900 86,000 80,100 86,300 81,100
chile   176,300 195,400 207,900 202,900 184,100 187,500 174,200 107,100
faroe Islands   1,200 2,700 1,100 900 300 1,600 2,700 11,200
Norway 14,500 16,400 10,200 9,000 11,000 14,300 9,600 40,300
United kingdom 7,000 16,400 11,100 6,200 9,500 15,700 15,700 26,200
Usa  8,900 12,100 6,100 3,000 3,000 7,100 4,500 8,800
others  2,000 3,500 2,800 800 900 800 1,500 6,000
TOTAl  295,300 311,300  301,400  301,700  294,800  307,100 294,500 280,700

change  5% -3% 0% -2% 4% -4% -5%
source: kontali analyse
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THe eU mARKeT

the supply of atlantic salmon increased from 736,600 tonnes in 2008 to 767,100 tonnes in 2009, an increase of 
4%. this was mainly due to increased imports from Norway (77%). the bulk of the salmon supplied to the EU 
market is still whole gutted fresh fish, while the processing takes place in the market. In contrast, the Us market 
is, to a larger extent, characterized as a market for processed fish, as the bulk of the supply is filleted fish from 
chile. the EU consumption of farmed salmon comprises around half of the global consumption, with the largest 
share of the supply coming from Norwegian and Uk salmon farmers. 

SUPPlY OF ATlANTIc SAlmON TO eU mARKeT (tonnes wfe)
country  2002  2003  2004  2005  2006  2007  2008  2009e  
Norway 300,300 360,400 383,600 411,800 440,800 506,800 532,100 591,700
United kingdom 130,700 138,300 134,300 109,300 111,100 112,800 115,700 111,100
chile   34,800 23,900 42,200 84,000 80,700 67,800 67,100 39,800
faroe Islands   37,600 41,900 32,800 16,100 9,700 13,100 29,900 30,000
others  17,400 13,500 6,500 8,400 7,400 3,800 (8,200) (5,500)
TOTAl  520,800 578,000  599,400  629,600  649,700  704,300 736,600 767,100

Growth rate  11% 4% 5% 3% 8% 5% 4% 

source: kontali analyse

THe RUSSIAN mARKeT

During the last couple of years, the russian market has increased its importance as a major market for atlantic 
salmon. the total supply of atlantic salmon to the russian market was approximately 78,100 tonnes wfe in 2009, 
up from 74,800 tonnes in 2008, a 4% increase. However, in a longer perspective, the supply of atlantic salmon to 
the russian market has increased significantly, from less than 10,000 tonnes in 2000. Norway is by far the larg-
est supplier of atlantic salmon to the russian market. 

SUPPlY OF ATlANTIc SAlmON TO RUSSIA mARKeT (tonnes wfe)
country  2002  2003  2004  2005  2006  2007  2008  2009e  
Norway 22,000 28,900 39,800 56,000 36,900 60,400 62,400 69,600
chile   900 1,100 2,400 5,900 5,600 3,200 6,000 5,000
canada   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Usa   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
United kingdom 0 0 100 1,200 4,000 3,400 200 1,400
others  1,300 700 1,100 600 3,500 5,600 6,200 2,400
TOTAl  24,200 30,700  43,400  63,700  50,000  72,600 74,800 78,400

Growth rate  27% 41% 47% -22% 45% 3% 5%
source: kontali analyse
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SUPPlY – PRODUcTION RegIONS

glOBAl SUPPlY OF All SAlmONIDS

HISTORIcAl SUPPlY OF All SAlmONIDS (tonnes wfe)
country  2002  2003  2004  2005  2006  2007  2008  2009e  
atlantic salmon 1,058,300 1,144,900 1,207,600 1,252,000 1,272,000 1,398,500 1,493,400 1,468,400
Pink   278,400 418,900 300,000 463,400 338,700 521,400 293,300 600,300
chum   327,200 378,300 333,400 306,000 352,800 316,700 275,000 332,800
small trout 278,800 276,350 278,060 280,300 292,800 292,100 293,250 294,400
Large trout  245,450 232,080 242,200 236,050 253,600 306,050 332,300 299,650
coho  138,400 134,400 133,000 137,000 138,500 142,200 144,400 126,000
sockeye  100,300 111,000 139,000 139,400 143,000 158,600 135,600 140,200
chinook 30,300 30,300 35,000 34,400 25,800 22,200 18,600 18,200
SUm  2,457,150 2,726,230  2,668,260  2,848,550  2,817,200  3,157,750 2,985,850 3,279,950 

  11% -2% 7% -1% 12% -5% 10%
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glOBAl SUPPlY OF ATlANTIc SAlmON

the global supply of farmed atlantic salmon had a negative growth by 2% (24,000 tonnes wfe) in 2009 compared 
to the year before. 

Norway, chile, the Uk and canada are the main suppliers of atlantic salmon. the largest growth potential for production 
of atlantic salmon is expected to be in Norway and chile due to favourable growing conditions and availability of sites. 

the global harvest quantity of atlantic salmon for the period 2001–2009E is illustrated in the table below.

HARveST OF ATlANTIc SAlmON IN TONNeS (tonnes wfe)
country  2001  2002  2003  2004  2005  2006  2007  2008  2009e  
Norway  411,000  444,000  508,000  537,000  574,000  599,000  723,000  741,000  856,000
Uk  132,000  140,000  161,000  150,000  120,000  128,000  135,000  136,000  145,000
chile  245,000  268,000  281,000  346,000  385,000  369,000  356,000  403,000  239,000
canada 99,000  112,000  92,000  89,000  108,000  115,000 110,000  119,000  115,000
Usa  21,000 13,000  18,000  13,000  10,000  10,000  12,000  17,000  16,000
faroe Islands  41,000  42,000  47,000  37,000  17,000  12,000  19,000  38,000  48,000
Ireland  24,000  22,000  18,000  12,000  12,000  15,000  15,000  11,000  16,000
others  16,000  17,000  20,000  23,000  27,000  26,000  28,000  28,000  34,000
TOTAl  989,000 1,058,000  1,145 000  1,207,000  1,253,000  1,274,000  1,398,000  1,493,000 1,469,000

change  7% 8% 5% 4% 2% 10% 7% -2%

HARveST OF lARge TROUT IN TONNeS (tonnes wfe)
country  2001  2002  2003  2004  2005  2006  2007  2008  2009e  
chile  109,900 107,500 105,000 125,500 122,600 137,900 169,200 179,400 150,900 
Norway  65,600 77,000 70,900 63,600 59,600 57,500 76,100 86,300 81,000
finland  17,000 14,900 13,900 12,000 13,000 14,000 11,500 12,000 12,000
Denmark  7,000 6,500 6,500 5,500 6,000 7,000 7,000 7,500 9,000
faroe Islands  2,300 9,500 10,000 4,200 3,800 4,700 6,700 8,700 9,200
sweden 5,300 4,800 5,500 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 4,500 4,500
others  22,000 25,300 20,300 25,400 25,100 26,500 29,600 30,900  33,100  
TOTAl  229,100  245,500  232,100  242,200  236,100  253,600  306,100  329,300 299,700

change  7% -5% 4% -3% 7% 21% 8% -9%
source: kontali analyse

the harvest quantity in the faroe Islands was 45,391 tonnes wfe in 2010, compared to 51,214 tonnes in 2009. 

the faroes had escalating problems with the Isa virus from the beginning of 2000 up to 2004. the harvest quan-
tity peaked with 61,630 tonnes (wfe) in 2003, but increasing outbreaks of the Isa virus reduced the harvest quan-
tity step by step down to 13,078 tonnes (wfe) in 2006. since then, the production in the faroe Islands has improved 
rapidly, and new outbreaks of Isa have not been registered since summer 2005. the harvest quantity has increased 
from 13,078 tonnes (wfe) in 2006 to 45,391 tonnes (wfe) last year. the loss rates have been historically low and 
considerably lower than the other competitive countries. the average harvest weights have increased in line with 
the growing harvest quantities. the average harvest quantity was 5.6 kg (wfe) last year, and the yield per released 
smolt (kg wfe per smolt released) in 2008 is estimated at approximately 5 kg (wfe), which is high compared to all 
producing regions. In addition, the average harvest weight was approximately 4.9 kg (wfe) in Norway at the same 
time. It is expected that the harvested quantity of salmon in the faroe Islands will increase 42% in 2011 compared 
with 2010.
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 Tonnes growth rate
2001 53,557 
2002 44,954 -16%
2003 61,630 37%
2004 40,985 -33%
2005 18,962 -54%
2006 13,078 -31%
2007 22,305 71%
2008 38,494 73%
2009 51,214 33%
2010 45,391 -11%
2011E 64,634 42%
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THe INDUSTRY STRUcTURe

the salmon farming industry is characterised by strong competition between a limited number of multinational 
players and a large number of relatively small local players, particularly in Norway. along with growth in the 
aquaculture industry, the structure has changed significantly over the past decade. from a structure of only local 
players serving a limited number of markets, primarily with standardised products, the industry has seen 
increased industrialisation and the emergence of multinational competitors serving all key markets on a global 
scale, with a growing product portfolio. Large structural changes have taken place, particularly in Norway and 
Europe, the last couple of years. 

the production costs are highly influenced by the feed cost, which comprises nearly 55% of the production cost. 
other main costs within the fish farming industry are smolt and harvest. the figures below show the split of cost 
for faroese and Norwegian fish farmers in 2009.

THe mARKeT PlAYeRS

In chile, scotland and canada, more-efficient larger players have gradually taken over most of the smaller 
producers, and the same trend has, to some extent, been apparent in Norway lately. Globally, the 10 and 15 larg-
est companies control approximately 50% and 60% of total harvest quantity, respectively.

the figure below shows the increased consolidation in the market the last couple of years. 
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HARveST QUANTITY - 2009e, ATlANTIc SAlmON, cOHO, cHINOOK AND lARge TROUT (tonnes wfe)
Ranking  group Head Total  Norway  UK  chile  canada  USA  Faroe  Ireland  Others
  Office       Islands 

 
1 marine Harvest Gr, No 358,500  224,100  41,900  35,200  40,600    7,100  9,600  
2 Lerøy seafood Gr, No 120,600  120,600             
3 cermaq No 115,300  34,100  7,400  48,900  24,900        
4 salmar No 71,500  71,500              
5 cooke aquaculture* ca 66,000      19,000  37,000  10,000      
6 Empresas aquachile cL 63,000      63,000          
7 Grieg seafood No 54,300  29,200  13,800    11,300        
8 Pesquera Los fiordos cL 41,000      41,000          
9 bakkafrost** fo 34,500          34,500    
10 Nova sea No 32,500  32,500            
11 Nordlaks Holding No 30,000  30,000            
12 scottish seafarms Uk 29,400    29,400           
13 sjøtroll No 28,000  28,000             
14 salmones multiexport cL 25,000      25,000         
15 alsaker fjordbruk No 22,600  22,600             

 
 sum top 15  1,092,200 592,600 92,500 232,100 113,800 10,000 41,600 9,600 0 
 others  800,150 344,100 54,200 256,200 6,750 6,400 15,700 6,650 110,150 
 total  1,892,350 936,700 146,700 488,300 120,550 16,400 57,300 16,250 110,150 

top 10 in % of total harvest quantity 51% 55% 43% 42% 94% 61% 73% 59% 0%
top 15 in % of total harvest quantity 58% 63% 63% 48% 94% 61% 73% 59% 0%
top 20 in % of total harvest quantity 58% 63% 63% 48% 94% 61% 73% 59% 0%

* incl. s. cupquelan
** incl. Vestlaks

operational synergies may be generated from further consolidation, and it is expected that larger companies will 
benefit the industry in general. size and integration tend to be advantageous for r&D and product development.
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vISION

bakkafrost’s vision is to offer its customers value-added healthy quality products through long-term relation-
ships with its partners. bakkafrost wants to build its operations on sustainable raw materials and resources. 

STRATegY

bakkafrost’s main strategic goal is to be an independent company securing long-term sustainable growth with 
efficient and cost-effective production.

based on the Group’s experience and history, biological security is acknowledged to play an important part in 
the upstream production of salmon to achieve cost efficiency. Hence, the focus on biological security is given the 
highest priority within the Group. through its experience from many years of salmon farming in the faroe Islands 
and the results from veterinary and biological best practices, bakkafrost aims to produce quality salmon prod-
ucts through balancing the production volumes between economies of scale and biological capacities. 

Downstream, bakkafrost’s long-term growth and financial stability is a result of a strategy based on a mix of 
contract sale of value added products and spot sale of whole gutted fish. 

the Group’s long-term fundamental goals for a healthy, attractive and competitive low-cost salmon farming 
group are to be secured through:

• Control of the entire value chain, from smolt to retail product
• Utilisation of the benefits from the unique geographical placement of the farms
• Implementation of and non-stop development of best veterinary-, biological- and sustainable practices
• Implementation of best practices regarding quality assurance and traceability
• Utilisation of economies of scale through increased size of the harvested fish
• The offering of both value added products as well as whole salmon in order to meet the specific demands of 

each main market

bakkafrost’s strategic goals shall be achieved through the following main operational strategies:

BIOlOgIcAl SecURITY

bakkafrost aims to keep the salmon in a good and healthy environment, ensuring the welfare and well being of 
its fish. all natural and physiological needs must be met to the greatest extent possible in order to maintain a 
healthy sustainable production and reach cost efficiency. 

the fish farming operations must be conducted in strict compliance with the directives and regulations of the 
faroese food safety administration, which ensures that the Group’s fish flourish and grow under the most natu-
ral conditions possible.

since the new veterinary model was introduced in the faroe Islands in 2003, bakkafrost has experienced little 
loss due to disease, a significantly improved feed conversion ratio, lower mortality rates and increased produc-
tivity without the use of antibiotics. 

the graphs below show the recent development in important parameters such as average harvest weight, mortal-
ity and feed conversion rate for faroese salmon producers, clearly showing the positive development since the 
introduction of the new veterinary model.

the low weight and high mortality in 2002 was a result of disease and early harvesting on the remaining fish in 
order to prevent the disease from spreading. the average harvest weights have increased from a historical low 
average weight in the 2001 generation and a high mortality of approximately 30% to an average weight of 6 kg 
in the 2007 generation and a mortality of approximately 7%. the strong biological performance has provided the 
possibility of harvesting larger fish, reducing the feed costs per kilo to an average of approximately 1.12 on aver-
age in the faroe Islands.

bUsINEss obJEctIVEs aND stratEGY

³ farmcontrol has, since 1993, registered and monitored data from faroese fish farmers. Numbers shown in these graphs represent between 50–90% 
of the faroese farmed salmon farmed for generations 1993–2002 and ~100% after 2003.

source: farmcontrol³
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BeST PRAcTIce – HUmAN ReSOURceS

the Group shall maintain its focus on human capital and high work satisfaction in order to keep the competence 
in-house and benefit from their expertise in all parts of the process. the Group has a Hr department responsible 
for the Group's human resource management. the annual turnover of staff is 1–3% in the farming division, 3–10% 
in the harvesting division and 10% in the processing division. administration had a turnover of around 10% in the 
year. there have been no changes in management during the recent year.

the managers of the farming sites have extensive experience, with most of them working since the beginning of 
the ’90s and some working since the mid ’80s, contributing to the strong results within the farming division. on 
the high end, the processing division hires a lot of younger personnel looking for short-term employment, typi-
cally 1–2 years, hence the higher turnover ratio. the Group is continuously working on improving the work satis-
faction within the entire value chain.

cOST eFFIcIeNcY

the Group shall maintain a strong focus on production and cost efficiency, realising economies of scale within 
the limits for biological sustainable farming. key parameters are: 

• Share, maintain and implement best practices in feeding regimes and husbandry
• Continue to monitor and evaluate the various steps within the processing in order to utilise production capacity 

and find potential for improvements
• Reward the ideas for new methods improving economy of scale and maintain/increase quality of products

vAlUe ADDeD PRODUcTION

In 2010, value added products (VaP), as e.g. portions and fillets, represented 60% of bakkafrost's total production. 
the VaP operation is based on contractual sale and hence reduces the fluctuations of the Group’s financial perfor-
mance through a business cycle. In order to meet customers’ demands, it is important to deliver high-quality 
products and a wide range of products.

bakkafrost will continue to invest in state-of-the-art process equipment in order to meet the market demands on 
both product quality and new products. the Group will continue optimising the product portfolio in order to 
maintain the flexibility of the production between VaP and other products.

NeW OPPORTUNITIeS

the merger between bakkafrost and Vestlax on 1 January 2010 will give new opportunities for growth through 
increased utilisation of farming locations and increased raw material base. the Group will be better positioned to 
meet the large volumes requested by both new as well as existing customers, build long-term relationships and, 
at the same time, be able to benefit from opportunities within the spot market or explore new opportunities.

gROWTH STRATegY

since the new veterinary model was introduced in the faroe Islands, bakkafrost has increased the annual harvest 
volumes significantly based on improved biological key figures. the targeted milestone volume at 37,000 gwt is 
expected to be reached in 2012 within the existing facilities, representing a growth of 21% compared to the 
harvest volumes in 2009. further growth on existing facilities has to be evaluated after learning how the biolog-
ical performance develops at this volume. we believe there still are some possibilities for organic growth within 
existing licences.

the Group also has the opportunity to grow in the faroe Islands through increasing the number of licences. 
bakkafrost owns 11 licences of a total of 28 at 31 December 2010. the regulation allows one company to hold up 
to 50% of the total number of licences. the potential increase amounts therefore to 3 licences. 

the Group also considers acquisitions outside the faroe Islands as an opportunity for further growth. currently, 
there are no such plans, but the management believes that the operating model conducted in the faroe Islands 
will be equally successful in other geographic locations with favourable naturally-given conditions and will 
consider such opportunities when the timing is considered to be right.

bUsINEss obJEctIVEs aND stratEGY
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bakkafrost is the largest salmon producer in the faroe Islands. bakkafrost expects to produce 33,000 tonnes gwt 
in 2011, and the estimated overall capacity is considered to be at least 40,000 tonnes gwt per year. bakkafrost 
owns 39% of the total licences in the faroe Islands, currently representing ~60% of total harvest volumes4.

the Group operates five fully owned hatcheries and fourteen fish farming licences for marine production of 
atlantic salmon in the faroe Islands in addition to one licence currently out of production. the licences are locat-
ed in thirteen different fjords. 

all primary processing takes place at the slaughtery facilities in klaksvík and kollafjørður , and all secondary 
processing takes place at the VaP facility in Glyvrar.

THe vAlUe cHAIN
bakkafrost controls the entire value chain from smolt to sales and marketing. control of the entire value chain 
is considered important to be able to control the product flow on a daily basis. both customers and processing 
facilities depend on daily availability of salmon and depend entirely on a steady flow of harvested fish. 

the quality of the fish is a result of the whole operation, from salmon egg to the processing of the fish. the docu-
mentation and traceability from finished product back to the salmon egg and even to the raw materials in bakka-
frost’s salmon feed is important for its customers and therefore important to bakkafrost.

vAlUe cHAIN TImelINe:

the control of the entire value chain enables bakkafrost to enter into long-term delivery contracts and long-term 
customer relationships, without being dependant on any third party to ensure the quality and predictability of 
its deliveries. It further enables better utilisation of the facilities throughout the value chain and prevents sub-
optimisation between cost centres.

1. Brood stock

bakkafrost purchases salmon eggs from several external suppliers based in the faroe Islands, Iceland, Norway 
and scotland. the capacity of bakkafrost’s suppliers is sufficient to meet the current and future need of eggs.

the vitality of the fish is important. therefore, the selection of the best genetic properties is vital. the fish’s 
resistance to diseases is an important property of the fish. In order to ensure access to high-quality eggs, bakka-
frost’s strategy is to buy eggs from selected external suppliers that invest significant efforts and resources to 
improve product quality and performance.  

2. Juveniles

bakkafrost owns a total of six hatchery licences. the merged Group operates five hatcheries, with a total produc-

oPEratIoN
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tion capacity of around eight million smolts per year, making the Group self-sufficient with smolts. bakkafrost 
has been focused on producing smolts for its own production, and the number of smolts sold to third parties is 
limited. the Group will expand the hatchery capacity on existing facilities in line with the growth strategy, and 
this will be completed with limited investments.

bakkafrost’s hatcheries are located in environments with large quantities of clean fresh water, where no villages 
or industries are competing for the water. this is important, as there is no ground water available in the faroe 
Islands. the hatcheries are equipped with closed water circulation systems with bio filters, and the fish tanks are 
inside buildings in order to limit the effect of external factors such as weather, birds and other pollution. 
the workforce in the hatcheries is very experienced; many of the employees have been working at the hatcher-
ies since the early nineties.

Historically, bakkafrost has released smolts into the sea when the weight was between 50–60g. over the last four 
years, bakkafrost has changed its strategy and waits until the size of the smolts has reached 80–100g before 
releasing them into the sea. the Group believes this has had a positive effect when measuring productivity and 
mortality, and hence contributed to improving the Group’s results during this period. 

3. Farming

bakkafrost’s 15 fish farms are located in the central and northern part of the faroe Islands. on average, each fish 
farm can produce around 2,500 tonnes gutted weight per year with the present production regime within the 
next 3–5 years. 

the fish is kept, fed and nurtured in large sea cages, providing the fish with abundant space to grow for a period 
of 16–18 months. During this period, the fish grows from 100g up to bakkafrost’s average target weight of about 
6.0–6.5 kg wfe. this targeted weight is considered to provide an optimal breakdown/mix of sizes in order to serve 
both the fresh fish market and the internal VaP production. as a rule, the larger fish are distributed as fresh fish 
and the smaller fish are used as raw material in the VaP production.

oPEratIoN
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oPEratIoN

the fish are fed several times a day, and the feed consumption is monitored continuously. since the new veteri-
nary model was implemented in 2003, the biological feed conversion rate has decreased from around 1.20 to 
around 1.10, reducing the feed cost by approximately 8.5%. this is considered to be a direct result of the improved 
fish health.

During the entire production period, each separate generation is kept in a separate fjord, and after all locations 
in a fjord have been harvested, the fjord is set aside for 3–4 months before a new generation is released. this 
operating model was introduced in 2003, and the observed effects are better productivity, less mortality and 
better utilisation of the feed. on average, the mortality rate has been less than 10% for all farmers in the faroe 
Islands since the new veterinary model was implemented.

the main goal of the farming operation is to produce salmon at a low feed conversation rate and with low mortal-
ity. In order to reach this goal, bakkafrost believes the environment is important, and therefore does its utmost 
to create and maintain a healthy environment for the fish. following national regulations, environmental inves-
tigations are undertaken each year by external agencies on each farming location. the result of each survey 
becomes input data used in the tactical planning in order to achieve the best environmental sustainable farming 
results possible. 

the environmental authorities also have to approve a 3-year production plan for the faroese salmon companies 
on a yearly basis.

Farming North

the sites in farming North (bakkafrost’s sites before the merger with Vestlax) are located in the north-east part 
of the faroe Islands. the operations in this region show a strong historical performance based on excellent condi-
tions for salmon farming. 

farming North has historically shown good productivity due to the general favourable environmental conditions 
in the sea. the Gulf stream provides stable conditions throughout the year as well as high water quality. the 
water temperature in the region is steady, with a fluctuation of only 6°c during the year. the lowest tempera-
tures, approximately 5.5°c, are usually reached in february, and the highest temperatures, approximately 11.5°c, 
are reached in the late summer months.

further, the occurrence of salmon lice has been limited in these sites, again reflecting the favourable biological 
conditions combined with the veterinary model introduced in the faroe Islands in 2003.

the farming areas are large and have the capacity to support the quantities farmed on each site. 

the biological situation in the faroe Islands provides the opportunity to utilise a higher-than-average weight of 
the fish, minimising unit costs, biological feed factor and giving a best-in-class performance. the excellent biolog-
ical situation is crucial to maintain production costs at current levels and to maximise the return on the invested 
capital.

Farming West

the sites in farming west (former Vestlax which is merged with bakkafrost with effect from 1 January 2010) are 
located in the central part of the faroe Islands. the locations in farming west have previously shown a some-
what lower performance than farming North. the biological results in 2010 give indications that these locations 
have the same potential in terms of biological performance and corresponding low production costs, as the natu-
ral given factors are more or less the same.

as for farming North, these sites also have constant supplies of fresh seawater due to the Gulf stream. but in 
contrast to the bakkafrost sites in farming North, where bakkafrost operates regions without being close to other 
salmon farmers, the areas in farming west are shared with other salmon farmers (marine Harvest at two loca-
tions and Viking salmon at one location). Unsynchronised operations between the companies have, in the opin-
ion of bakkafrost, been a decisive reason why the sites in farming west have not performed equally well, e.g. 
contribution to occurrence of salmon lice in locations 14–16 during 2009. However, the synchronised fallowing of 
sundalagið in 2010 have until now shown good results on the fish released in this area.

Going forward, we expect all companies to also synchronise operations in this area after the present generation. 

the increased production and investment in production equipment will continue during 2011.

4. Harvesting

all the fish are harvested at the slaughtery factories in klaksvík and kollafjørður. the slaughteries have a daily 
capacity of around 220 tonnes wfe at the current run rate of 1 shift on average. the fish is transported from the 
farming sites to the slaughteries in well boats with closed end-water systems.
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bakkafrost’s well-boat fleet consists of two vessels: one smaller well boat (230m3 / 45 tonnes wfe) and a larger 
well boat (660m3 / 110 tonnes wfe), both with closed systems.

bakkafrost has decided to terminate the trout activities and focus only on the production of atlantic salmon. In 
2010, trout volumes delivered 8.6% of the total volume, but were fully phased out in october 2010. Expectedly, 
this will result in a better utilisation of the existing facilities in the harvesting and processing capacity and an 
improved market position within the focus segments of the Group. 

5. Processing and refinement

the 4,000m2 VaP factory in Glyvrar has a production capacity of 160 tonnes of skinless and boneless 125g vacu-
um-packed portions in retail boxes per day. 

the primary customers for this product are the European supermarket chains. opportunities to grow into new 
regions and to new customers are present. However, as demand from existing customers has grown rapidly, 
bakkafrost’s strategy over the last years has been to show full commitment to existing customers rather than 
increasing the number of customers.

another market segment important for the VaP products is industrial customers buying whole fillets for further 
processing and by-products. this market has been developed during the last five years, and all by-products are 
now sold at a margin. the customers in this segment are mainly European or from the far East.

the Group intends to continuously upgrade the VaP factory in order to be able to deliver according to market 
demands. Expansions of the factory and production capacity are evaluated, and a decision will be made when it 
is concluded to be favourable for the Group.

oPEratIoN
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oPEratIoN

6. Sales and distribution

Sales strategy

the strategy of the Group is to balance the sales mix between different geographical markets as well as differ-
ent product segments.

the two most important markets are the European market and the Us market, in which bakkafrost mainly sells 
VaP products and whole fish. as a rule, the VaP products are sold on long-term contracts and the whole fish is 
sold in the spot market.

bakkafrost believes that its capability to serve both these geographical markets with the two categories of prod-
ucts efficiently reduces cross-cycle fluctuations in both revenues and profitability.

the strategy is to offer advantages to the larger supermarket chains by securing product availability and stable 
high-quality and preferred products.

Distribution

the current distribution network is based on boat to Europe and plane to the Us. the Group is able to distribute 
both fresh and frozen fish to the market.

with the existing distribution network, bakkafrost is able to ship products to scotland within 20 hours by boat. 
from scotland, the products are distributed by plane to major airports in the Us within 24 hours, with a total cost 
of Dkk 8–9 per kg from factory to customer.

Products planned for the European markets are transported by boat to Denmark or Uk within 2 days for further 
distribution on trucks.

contract

spot
42%58%

SPlIT cONTRAcT vS SPOT OF ReveNUe
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HEaLtH, safEtY aND tHE ENVIroNmENt

eTHIcS AND vAlUeS

In 2009, a new set of guidelines regarding ethics and values were drawn up to be valid for the company. respect 
for the individual is the cornerstone of the company policy. all persons shall be treated with dignity and respect. 
all employees shall help to create a work environment free from any discrimination. the company’s policy 
requires its directors and employees to observe high standards of business and personal ethics in the conduct 
of their duties and responsibilities. the guidelines have in 2010 been communicated and distributed throughout 
the company, and the implementation of the guidelines is an ongoing process which will continue in the years to 
come.

HeAlTH AND SAFeTY

Health and safety is an area which always is in need of high attention and is highly prioritised. as stated in our 
code of conduct, we shall strive to apply a working methodology which ensures a good and sound working envi-
ronment. In 2010, we continued the ongoing work on employee health and safety by setting a new internal safe-
ty board, by further educating and informing employees and by incorporating systems to support and manage 
this ongoing work. this work is being done in co-operation with the authorities. the human health safety work 
is ongoing and will continue in 2011 through further improving of an accident reporting system, examination and 
clarification of hazards and information and education of the employees.

FISH HeAlTH AND ANImAl WelFARe

fish health, animal welfare and prevention of diseases are of high priority for the company. we have been able 
to make improvements regarding fish welfare in 2010 and will make further improvements in 2011. we will install 
new stunning systems in our slaughteries, as we also further improve our well boats in this respect. 

we work closely with the veterinary authorities in order to secure the best production environment and to 
prevent any possible biological issues. we will increase our focus on the veterinary area even further in 2011, 
where we, in this regard, will expand our team with an in-house veterinarian.

regarding sea lice, there has been a lot of attention on this area in 2010, just as it was in 2009. a new legislation 
came in late 2009 regarding management of sea lice, introducing new limits and demands. we have been and will 
continue to work closely with the authorities and other farmers on this important area. our goal is to control and 
manage operating parameters to minimise and preferably avoid the use of therapeutic chemicals regarding lice 
control.

SUSTAINABIlITY

bakkafrost intends to maintain a healthy sustainable production built on sustainable raw materials and resourc-
es. the merger with Vestlax in 2010 gave us as a merged company a whole range of new possibilities and oppor-
tunities with regards of exploiting our sites in more sustainable ways. we have already seen positive synergies 
on this area in 2010.

a new sustainable heating system was introduced in 2010 to heat the buildings of bakkafrost Processing. the 
system recycles/utilises the energy from our cooling and freezing systems to heat the buildings of bakkafrost 
Processing. Using this system, we achieved a 90% reduction of oil usage and hence co2 release.

FOOD SAFeTY

bakkafrost has in the past several years focused greatly on food safety and traceability. this was also a special 
focus area in 2010 where we chose to implement new technology, both with regards to an updated and new 
traceability system and further by acquiring a new maintenance program. the total system gives us several 
expanded opportunities which we will further explore and implement in 2011.

our VaP production holds both a brc and Ifs certification, both of which were updated in 2010. our processing 
plants are approved and certified by the faroese authorities. these approvals are all based on HaccP standards 
and EU legislation. 

Global GaP is an international standard which focuses on food safety throughout the whole production (based 
on HaccP), fish welfare and health, safety and the environment. we are continuously working towards and in 
line with Global GaP and are aiming for a certification in 2011. 
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sHarEHoLDEr INformatIoN

Information to shareholders has high priority in bakkafrost. the company aims to maintain a regular dialogue 
with the Group’s shareholders through the formal channel of stock exchange announcements, interim reports, 
annual reports, annual general meetings and presentations to investors and analysts.

FINANcIAl cAleNDAR 2011

21 february   Presentation of Q4 2010 and annual results for 2010  
7 april  ordinary General meeting at Glyvrar
24 may   Presentation of Q1 2011 
16 august   Presentation of Q2 2011 
7 November   Presentation of Q3 2011 

all quarterly presentations will take place at Hotel continental, stortingsgaten 24/26, oslo.

Please note that the financial calendar is subject to change. any changes will be announced via oslo børs, and 
the Group’s website, www.bakkafrost.com, will be updated accordingly.

ANNUAl geNeRAl meeTINg

the parent company’s annual General meeting is planned for 7 april 2010.

AUDITORS

the consolidated accounts have been audited by sp/f Grannskoðaravirkið Inpact, løggilt grannskoðaravirki 
(state-authorised Public accountants), which is also the auditor of the parent company and all its subsidiaries. 

DIvIDeND 

bakkafrost aims to give its shareholders a competitive return on their investment, both through payment of divi-
dends from the company and by securing an increase in the value of the equity through positive operations. 
Generally, the company should pay dividends to its shareholders, but it is the responsibility of the board of 
Directors to make an overall assessment in order to secure the company a healthy capital base, both for daily 
operations and for a healthy future growth of the company.

It is the board of Directors’ view that 30–50% of EPs shall be paid out as dividend when the Group’s equity ratio 
is above 60%. 

SHAReHOlDeRS, cAPITAl AND vOTeS

P/f bakkafrost had, on 31 December 2010, a total of 48,858,065, shares outstanding, each with a nominal value 
of Dkk 1.

lARgeST SHAReHOlDeRS

the 20 largest shareholders of the company as of 31 December 2010 were:

DKK Nominal value of shares  Share holding  voting rights
saLmar asa 11,380,265 23.30% 23.30%
HaVsbrÚN P/f 8,166,540 16.70% 16.70%
Hans Jacobsen 4,594,437 9.40% 9.40%
regin Jacobsen 4,491,217 9.20% 9.20%
JPmorGaN cHasE baNk 2,157,501 4.40% 4.40%
tf ÍLØGUr P/f 1,719,095 3.50% 3.50%
JPmbLsa 1,063,875 2.20% 2.20%
roYNDIN P/f 927,564 1.90% 1.90%
morGaN staNLEY & co INtErNat. PLc 758,138 1.60% 1.60%
statE strEEt baNk aND trUst co 738,901 1.50% 1.50%
om HoLDING as 700,000 1.40% 1.40%
katrin Jakobsen 545,441 1.10% 1.10%
JPmorGaN cHasE baNk 544,780 1.10% 1.10%
browN brotHErs HarrImaN & co 489.625 1.00% 1.00%
Ubs (LUXEmboUrG) s.a. 482,593 1.00% 1.00%
Varma mUtUaL PENsIoN INsUraNcE 457,400 0.90% 0.90%
skaNDINaVIska ENskILDa baNkEN 423,600 0.90% 0.90%
stIcHtING PENsIoENfoNDs mEtaaL EN 356,983 0.70% 0.70%
aLfrED bErG Gambak 350,676 0.70% 0.70%
rógvi Jacobsen 350,038 0.70% 0.70%

Total held by the 20 largest shareholders 40,698,669 83.20% 83.20%
total other shareholders  8,159,396  16.80%  16.80%
Total no. of shares  48,858,065 100.00%  100.00%
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sHarEHoLDEr INformatIoN

BOARD meeTINgS

In 2010, the board of P/f bakkafrost held 18 board meetings. below under each Director’s profile is disclosed 
each director’s participation in board meetings held during 2010.

DIRecTORS’ PROFIleS

Rúni m Hansen, chairman of the Board

born 1967. msc. in Economics and business administration, copenhagen business school, 1993. Dba, Lancaster 
University, the management school, Lancaster Uk, 1994. career: statoil, member of Global Exploration manage-
ment team for Europe and North africa, 2007–present. Director for statoil faroes and statoil Greenland. board 
member of Vónin 1998–2008, chairman 2002–2008. board member of føroya banki 1999–2006, Vice chairman 2003–2006.
mr. Hansen has been a board member of bakkafrost since December 2009, when he also became chairman of 
the board of Directors. mr. Hansen participated in all 18 board meetings held during 2010.
mr. Hansen is considered to be independent.
mr. Hansen holds 10,000 shares in the company.

Johannes Jensen, Deputy chairman of the Board

born 1966. mba, Lancaster, Lancaster University 1998. faroe seafood 1987–2001. marketing Director faroe 
seafood 1999–2001, managing Director Hotel føroyar 2002–present. board member Effo, board member sp/f 
coastzone, board member framtak, board member sp/f Etika Holding.
mr. Jensen has been a board member of bakkafrost since December 2009, when he also became the Deputy 
chairman of the board of Directors. mr. Jensen participated in 17 of 18 board meetings held during 2010.
mr. Jensen is considered to be independent.
mr. Jensen holds no shares in the company.

Odd eliasen, Board member

born 1965. sales manager Havsbrún 1988–1995, Director of feed Department of Havsbrún 1995–present. board 
member of Viking seafood and faroe farming.
mr. Eliasen has been a board member of bakkafrost since august 2006. mr. Eliasen participated in 16 of 18 board 
meetings held during 2010.
mr. Eliasen is not considered to be independent.
mr. Eliasen holds no shares in the company.

Trine Sæther Romuld, Board member

born 1968. state-authorised auditor from NHH. career: arthur andersen & co. / Ernst & Young for nine years. 
Executive Vice President in aker asa and cfo in aker Drilling asa from aug. 2007–Dec. 2009. cfo in Pan fish 
asa / marine Harvest asa for four years. board Director of aker seafoods asa and aker floating Production asa. 
current position: EVP & cfo in stream a/s.
mrs. romuld has been a board member of bakkafrost since December 2009. mrs. romuld participated in 15 of 18 
board meetings held during 2010.
mrs. romuld is considered to be independent.
mrs. romuld holds no shares in the company.

virgar Dahl, Board member

born 1958. Director of marine Department in tryggingarfelagið føroyar, board member of føroya realkreditstovnur.
mr. Dahl has been a board member of bakkafrost since august 2006. mr. Dahl participated in all 18 board meet-
ings held during 2010.
mr. Dahl is considered to be independent.
mr. Dahl holds 7,000 shares in the company.

Annika Frederiksberg, Board member

born 1971. Graduated from faroese business school – basic Vocational course, commercial Line in 1988. Part of 
bakkafrost administration team 1990–2008. Part of bakkafrost sales team 2008–present. mrs. frederiksberg has 
been a board member of bakkafrost since february 2008. mrs. frederiksberg participated in all 18 board meet-
ings held during 2010.
mrs. frederiksberg is not considered to be independent.
mrs. frederiksberg holds 14,000 shares in the company.

the board of Directors' remuneration is disclosed in the notes to the consolidated financial statement.
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sHarEHoLDEr INformatIoN

mANAgemeNT’S PROFIleS

Regin Jacobsen, chief executive Officer

regin Jacobsen (born 1966) has been the cEo of bakkafrost since 1989. mr. Jacobsen is educated at aarhus school 
of business, Graduate Diploma in business administration and accounting (HD-r). from 1982 to 1988, mr. Jacob-
sen was the accounting manager of the former P/f bakkafrost, and from 1988 until 2006, he held the position of 
managing Director of the former P/f bakkafrost.
mr. Jacobsen holds 4,491,217 shares in the company.

Teitur Samuelsen, chief Financial Officer

teitur samuelsen (born 1972) was appointed cfo of bakkafrost in December 2009. He holds a ba in business 
Economics and an msc in business Economics & auditing from copenhagen business school. mr. samuelsen has 
previously worked for kPmG, Dong Energy E&P a/s, and he was cfo of atlantic Petroleum from 2005 to 2009.
mr. samuelsen holds 1,000 shares in the company.

Frederik Hansen, Sales manager

frederik Hansen (born 1973) has been sales manager of bakkafrost since 2007. He was educated at føroya 
sjómansskúla as captain in 1997. from 1997–2000, he sailed as a navigator and captain. from 2000 to 2006, he 
was department leader of faroe ship’s operations in various places, both in the faroes and abroad. from 2006, 
he was sales manager of faroe ship.
mr. Hansen holds no shares in the company.

Kári Jacobsen, manager, vAP production and processing

kári Jacobsen (born 1963) has been manager of VaP production and processing since 2008. He is educated at 
statens fagskole for fiskeindustri Vardø (1982/1983). kári Jacobsen was Production manager for tavan from 1984 
to 1994 and from 1999 to 2008. kári Jacobsen was Production manager for faroe seafood from 1994 to 1998.
mr. Jacobsen holds 1,000 shares in the company.

Andrias Petersen, Harvest manager 

mr. andrias Petersen (born 1973) holds a bsc in chemical Engineering from the technical university of Denmark 
(2001) and has since then completed courses in general-, project- and quality management. from 2002–2008, he 
worked with the faroese food, Veterinary and Environmental agency in positions as official supervisor, quality 
manager and head of the department of fish health, where he obtained a good knowledge of the faroese fish 
farming industry. from 2008, mr. Petersen was Production manager at the former Vestsalmon, and following the 
merger of the Vestlax group with the bakkafrost group, mr. Petersen has been Harvest manager. 
mr. Petersen holds no shares in the company.

Jón Purkhús, Farming manager

Jón Purkhús (born 1958) has been farming manager at bakkafrost since 2006. mr. Purkhús has extensive experi-
ence in the salmon farming industry, as he founded and has been director of bakkafrost farming North since 1988.

Jón Purkhús is managing Director of JH Holding, which holds 172,068 shares in bakkafrost.

leif av Reyni, Fresh Water manager

Leif av reyni (born 1976) is kandidat (bsc) in aquaculture, Høgskolen i sogndal, Norway (1999–2002) and msc in 
aquaculture, stirling University, scotland (2002–2003). from 2003–2004, he worked for Vestlax at two of their 
sea sites, in Vestmanna and Veðranes, farming salmon and trout. from 2004–2005, mr. reyni worked as project 
manager for the local aquaculture research station in the faroe Islands. from 2005 to 2009, he was Production 
manager at Vestlax and responsible for sea sites and hatcheries. following the merger of the Vestlax group with 
the bakkafrost group, mr. reyni has been freshwater manager responsible for the Hatcheries. since 2006, he has 
been on the board of the faroese aquaculture research station.
mr. reyni holds no shares in the company.

the management’s remuneration is disclosed in the notes to the consolidated financial statement.
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corPoratE GoVErNaNcE

P/f bakkafrost is dedicated to maintaining high standards of corporate governance. the company endeavours to 
be in compliance with the Norwegian corporate governance regime, as detailed in the Norwegian code of Prac-
tice for corporate Governance, published on 21 october 2010 by the Norwegian corporate Governance board (the 
“code of Practice”).

the company’s principles for corporate governance correspond with the code of Practice. reporting of compli-
ance and any deviations from the code of practice is updated and available on bakkafrost’s website.

to ensure adherence to the principles, the company has elaborated specific instructions regarding rules of proce-
dure for the board of Directors, instructions for the Nomination committee, instructions for the chief Executive 
officer and other management, guidelines with regards to values and ethics, instructions for the audit committee, 
an investor relations policy, guidelines relating to takeover bids and guidelines for related-party transactions.

the company’s audit committee met 5 times during 2010 to review accounting and operational issues in detail. 
the committee consists of rúni m. Hansen (chairman), Johannes Jensen and trine sæther romuld. 
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cONSOlIDATeD PROFIT AND lOSS AccOUNT FOR 2010

DKK 1,000 Note  2010  2009
Operating revenue    820,212  596,565 

Purchase of goods  -301,446 -213,606
change in inventory and biological assets (at cost)  75,501 -32,724
fair value adjustments on biological assets 13 83,926 33,655
salary and personnel expenses 5 -118,409 -78,014
Provision for onerous contracts  -2,856 0
Listing costs  -12,790 0
other operation expenses  -186,813 -93,025
Income from associates  512 340
Depreciation 9 -42,257 -20,797
earnings before interest and taxes (eBIT)   315,580  192,394

financial income  1,051 2,915
Net interest expenses  -8,180 -13,065
Net currency effects  819 -630
other financial expenses  -2,011 -377
earnings before taxes (eBT) 7  307,259  181,237

taxes 18 -47,548 -32,509
Profit for the year   259,711  148,728

Earnings per share continued operations (Dkk) 21 5.41 49.71
Diluted earnings per share (Dkk)  5.41 49.71

comprehensive income:     
Profit for the year  259,711 148,728
fair value adjustment on securities available for sale net tax  5,830 4,279
Deferred tax on securities available for sale    -1,594  -770
Total comprehensive income for the year net tax   263,947  152,237

bakkafrost’s coNsoLIDatED accoUNts
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AS OF 31 DecemBeR 2010

DKK 1,000 Note  2010  2009

ASSeTS

Non-current assets     
Intangible assets 8 136,245 0
Total intangible assets   136,245  0 

Land, buildings and other real estate  119,170 83,985
Plant, machinery and other operating equipment  223,009 137,461
other operating equipment  14,240 9,556
Total property, plant and equipment 9  356,419  231,002

Non-current financial assets     
Investments in associated companies 10 5,984 2,723
Investments in stocks and shares 11 19,983 23,539
other non-current receivables  796 730
Total non-current financial assets    26,763  26,992 

TOTAl NON-cURReNT ASSeTS    519,427  257,994

current assets     
biological assets (biomass) 13 482,091 227,497
Inventory 12 28,501 20,527
Total inventory    510,592  248,024

accounts receivable 14 125,619 66,644
other receivables 14 19,890 13,051
Total receivables    145,509  79,695

cash and cash equivalents 17 9,128 35,319
Total current assets    665,229  363,038 

TOTAl ASSeTS    1,184,656  621,032

DKK 1,000 Note 2010  2009

eQUITY AND lIABIlITIeS     
equity     
share capital 16 48,858 2,992
other equity  853,431 385,895
Total equity 15 902,289  388,887

   
Non-current liabilities     
Deferred taxes 18 120,009 57,082
Long-term interest bearing debts 17 37,357 34,350
Total non-current liabilities   157,366  91,432

current liabilities     
short-term interest bearing debt 17 41,961 98,262
accounts payable and other debt 17 83,039 42,451
Total current liabilities   125,000  140,713 

Total liabilities    282,367 232,145 

TOTAl eQUITY AND lIABIlITIeS    1,184,656  621,032

coNsoLIDatED statEmENt of fINaNcIaL PosItIoN
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cONSOlIDATeD cASH FlOW STATemeNT FOR 2010

DKK 1,000   2010  2009

cash flow from operations     
Operating profit (eBIT)  315,580 192,394
adjustments for write-downs and depreciation  42,257 20,797
adjustments for value adjustments on biomass  -83,926 -33,655
Provision for onerous contracts  2,856 0
taxes paid  0 0
change in inventory  -71,888 32,724
change in other current assets  -16,226 -22,639
change in current debts  6,390 -931
cash flow from operations    195,043  188,691

cash flow from investments     
Proceeds from sale of fixed assets  300 50
Payments made for purchase of fixed assets  -67,868 -21,194
Purchase of shares and other investments  -3,807 -11,967
change in long-term receivables  -318 6,509
cash flow from investments    -71,693  -26,602

cash flow from financing     
Down payment of interest bearing debt (short and long)  -207,334 -111,084
Proceeds from share capital increase  67,727 0
financial income  1,870 2,915
Net proceeds from sale of own shares  15,669 0
financial expenses  -10,191 -14,072
Dividend paid  -17,643 -5,000
cash flow from financing    -149,902  -127,241

Net change in cash and cash equivalents in period   -26,552  34,848 

cash and cash equivalents – opening balance    35,680  471
cash and cash equivalents – closing balance total   9,128  35,319

coNsoLIDatED statEmENt of casH fLow
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BAKKAFROST gROUP

DKK 1,000  2010  2009
    
Total equity 01.01   388,887  241,650

Profit for the year to equity   259,711  148,728

Adjustment 01.01  1,371 0

fair value adjustment on securities available for sale  5,830 4,279
Deferred tax on securities available for sale  -1,594 -770
Total other comprehensive income   4,236  3,509

Proposed dividend  -191,035 -18,000
Total proposed dividend   -191,035  -18,000

Total recognised income and expense to equity   74,283  134,237

equity transactions between the group and its shareholders    
share issue related to IPo  75,000 0
sale of treasury shares related to IPo  15,669 0
tax on sale of treasury shares  -2,820 0
costs related to IPo  -7,273 0
Net proceeds from share capital increases   80,576  0

   
equity increases by merger    
Proceeds from merger  209,039 0
Deferred tax on recognised excess fair values  -23,888 0
equity increase by merger   185,151  0

  
equity to shareholder    
Distribution of dividend  -18,000 -5,000
Dividends on treasury shares  357 0
Proposed dividend  191,035 18,000
Total equity to shareholders during the year   173,392  13,000

Total change in equity during the year   513,402  147,237

Total equity 31.12   902,289  388,887

coNsoLIDatED cHaNGEs IN EQUItY
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NOTe 1. geNeRAl INFORmATION

P/f bakkafrost (“company”) is a public limited company domiciled in the faroe Islands at bakkavegur 9, Glyvrar. 
P/f bakkafrost is listed on the oslo stock Exchange in 2010 with ticker code bakka. 

NOTe 2.  SUmmARY OF SIgNIFIcANT AccOUNTINg POlIcIeS

the principal accounting policies applied in the preparation of these consolidated financial statements are set 
out below. these policies have been consistently applied to all periods presented. 

BASIS OF PReSeNTATION 

the annual report comprises the income statement, statement of financial position, specification of changes in 
equity, cash flow statement and note disclosures for the Group. the accounting year equals the calendar year. 

the financial statements were formally drawn up in accordance with International financial reporting standards 
(Ifrs) and the interpretations issued by the International accounting standards board as approved by the Euro-
pean community and the additional requirements according to the faroese accounting act.

the annual and consolidated report and accounts for the period 1 January to 31 December 2010 comprises both 
the consolidated annual report and accounts for P/f bakkafrost and its subsidiaries (Group) and the separate 
annual accounts for the parent company.

the financial statements were formally approved by the board of Directors on 15 march 2011.

the annual report has been prepared on a historical cost basis except for where Ifrs require recognition at fair 
value, mainly valuation of biomass.

Preparation of the financial statements involves the use of estimates and assumptions. changes in estimates and 
estimates assumptions are accounted for when they occur. Descriptions about the various estimates applied are 
given in the notes to the accounts where relevant.

cONSOlIDATION PRINcIPleS

the consolidated financial statements include P/f bakkafrost and the subsidiaries over which P/f bakkafrost has 
controlling influence either by shareholding or by agreement. a controlling interest is normally deemed to exist 
when ownership directly or indirectly exceeds 50 percent of the voting capital. controlling interest may also exist 
by nature of agreement. similarly, limitations in voting rights by agreement may impede exercise of control, and 
the investment concerned will be considered an associate. Newly acquired subsidiaries are included from the 
date on which a controlling interest is secured, and divested subsidiaries are included up until the date of divest-
ment. the consolidated accounts have been prepared in accordance with uniform accounting principles for simi-
lar transactions in all companies included in the consolidated accounts. all material transactions and balances 
between Group companies have been eliminated. 

shares in subsidiaries have been eliminated in the consolidated financial statements in accordance with the 
acquisition method. this means that the acquired company’s assets and liabilities are reported at fair value at 
the date of acquisition, with any excess value being classified as goodwill. where the fair value of the assets 
acquired exceeds the payment made, the difference is treated as revenue in the Profit & Loss account. Deferred 
tax is capitalised to the extent to which identifiable excess values ascribed to assets and liabilities leads to an 
increase or decrease in future tax payable when these differences are reversed in future periods. Deferred tax 
is capitalised and calculated using a nominal undiscounted tax rate. 

when shares are acquired in stages, the value basis of the assets and liabilities is the date the Group was formed. 
Later acquisition of assets in existing subsidiaries will not affect the value of assets or liabilities, with the excep-
tion of goodwill, which is calculated with each acquisition. 

Investments in companies in which the Group has a considerable interest (associated companies) are treated in 
accordance with the equity method in the consolidated accounts. a considerable influence is normally deemed 
to exist when the Group owns 20–50 percent of the voting capital. the Group’s share of the profits in such compa-
nies is based on profit after tax, less internal gains and depreciation on excess value due to the cost price of the 
shares being higher than the acquired portion of book equity. In the Profit & Loss account, the profit share is 
presented on a separate line, while the assets are presented in the statement of financial position as long-term 
financial assets. the accounting principles used by associated companies have been changed where necessary to 
achieve consistency with the principles used by the Group as a whole.

mINORITY INTeReSTS

the share of the profit or loss after tax attributable to minority interests (non-controlling) is presented on a sepa-
rate line after the Group’s net profit for the year. the share of equity attributable to minority interests is present-
ed on a separate line under Group equity. 

NotEs – bakkafrost GroUP
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NotEs – bakkafrost GroUP

ReveNUeS

revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration received or receivable for the sale of goods and 
services in the ordinary course of business. revenue is recognised net of discounts, Vat and other sales-related 
taxes. 

the revenue of the Group is mainly for sales of fish. sales revenues are recognised when the goods are delivered 
and both title and risk has passed to the customer. this will normally be upon delivery. 

FAIR vAlUe ADJUSTmeNTS ON BIOlOgIcAl ASSeTS

changes in estimated fair value on biomass are recognised in the income statement at every closing. the fair 
value adjustment is reported on a separate line: "fair value adjustment on biomass". the change in fair value 
adjustment is calculated as the change in fair value of the biomass less the change in accumulated cost of produc-
tion for the biomass. at harvest, fair value adjustments are reversed. 

FINANcIAl INcOme

Interest income is recognised on an accrual basis. Dividend is recognised when the shareholders’ right to receive 
a dividend has been approved by the annual General meeting. 

SegmeNT RePORTINg

bakkafrost Group has fundamentally two business activities: farming of fish, including sale of fresh fish, and 
value adding of salmonoid products.

Farming including sale of fresh fish

the Group has production facilities in the central and north-eastern parts of the faroe Islands. there are no 
significant differences in the production properties of the licences, and the Group therefore reports the farmed 
salmonids, including the sale of fresh salmon, as one segment.

value added products (vAP)

a significant share of the farmed products is value added at the factory in Glyvrar. the output of the factory is 
predominantly portions for the retail market. therefore, this is reported as one segment.

realisation of excess values on tangible and intangible assets deriving from acquisitions is not allocated to the 
segments.

clASSIFIcATION PRINcIPleS

cash and cash equivalents consist of cash in hand and bank deposits. assets which form part of the production 
cycle and fall due for payment within 12 months are classified as current assets. other assets are classified as 
non-current assets. Liabilities which form part of the production cycle or fall due for payment within 12 months 
are classified as current liabilities. other liabilities are classified as non-current liabilities.

Dividend proposals are not capitalised as liabilities until the parent company has assumed an irrevocable obli-
gation to pay the dividend, normally when dividend proposals have been approved by the annual General meet-
ing.

Next year’s instalments on long-term debts are classified as current liabilities.

biomass is recognised at fair value in the statement of financial Position. changes in biomass and inventory 
measured at cost are presented as a one-line item in the Profit & Loss account. biomass at cost consists of all 
production costs including actual interest costs. 

the biomass is then adjusted to fair value, i.e. market value less finishing costs, by adding/deducting an Ifrs 
adjustment. the Ifrs adjustment is the difference between biomass measured at cost and measured at fair value. 
changes in the fair value of biological assets are presented on a line item separately from biomass changes meas-
ured at cost, under operating profit/loss. this allows the reader of the financial report to determine both produc-
tion efficiency and biomass at fair value.

If the estimated Ifrs adjustment is negative, this is taken as an indication of impairment, and an impairment test 
is performed. 

FOReIgN cURReNcIeS

the consolidated accounts are presented in Danish kroner (Dkk), which is the Group’s functional and presenta-
tion currency. all transactions in foreign currencies are translated into Dkk at the time of transaction. In the 
statement of financial position, monetary items in foreign currencies are translated at the exchange rate in effect 
on the statement of financial position date. 
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NotEs – bakkafrost GroUP

BORROWINg cOSTS

borrowing costs are charged as expenses as they occur. borrowing costs consist of interest and other costs that 
an entity incurs in connection with the borrowing of funds. 

borrowing costs directly attributable to the build-up of biomass in cages at sea is capitalised as part of the cost 
of the respective assets. 

ReceIvABleS

accounts receivable and other receivables are presented at face value less provisions for bad debts. Provisions 
for bad debts are made on the basis of an individual assessment of the receivable concerned. Due to insignifi-
cant cost and the short credit period, amortised cost is equivalent to face value less foreseeable losses. 

INveNTORY

Inventories consist of inventories in the farming unit and VaP unit. 

Farming unit. Inventories consist of feed and additives. Inventories are measured at the lesser of cost or expect-
ed sales price less sales costs. the fIfo principle is used concerning the periodic assignment of inventory costs. 

vAP unit. Inventories consist of raw material, additives, packaging material and finished goods. raw material in 
the VaP unit consists basically of processed salmonids. raw materials are measured at fair value at the time of 
harvesting. Packaging material and additives are valued at the lesser of cost or expected sales price less sales 
costs. the fIfo principle is used concerning the periodic assignment of inventory costs. finished goods in inven-
tory, fresh or frozen, are measured at the lesser of cost or the expected sales price less sales costs. In a case 
where cost price exceeds sales price less sales cost, impairment is entered and charged to Profit & Loss. 

the cost price of goods produced in-house is the full production cost, including production costs which can be 
only indirectly allocated to produce goods, less general administration costs. this includes actual interest paid 
for production credit facilities.

BIOlOgIcAl ASSeTS 

biological assets (biomass) comprise salmon fry and fish in the sea. the valuation of biological assets is based 
on cost price, with the addition/deduction of a fair value adjustment, which is based on market prices of salmon 
at marketable sizes on average for a generation. consequently, the valuation of biomass in the statement of 
financial position reflects biomass at market values, and Profit & Loss presents production costs and fair value 
adjustments separately.

this is in accordance with Ias 41, which requires biological assets to be measured at fair value. 

at the point when a new generation of smolt is launched to sea, the generation is measured at production cost. 
smolts are predominantly produced in-house, and smolts put to sea are measured at production cost. at the early 
stages of production at sea, the assumption of the measurement being clearly unreliable is maintained. at aver-
age sizes of approximately 2 kilos/fish, the fair value measurement of the generation becomes less than clearly 
unreliable. at this point, fair value measurement commences.

fair value is established by comparing to market prices of salmonids at a size of 4 kilo gutted weight, and deduct-
ing harvesting and sales costs. In addition, allowances are made for the fact that not all fish in a generation is of 
a superior quality. fair value is based on market prices achieved by the Group at, or close to, the statement of 
financial position date.

the 4-kilo threshold is based on the fact that a generation is considered biologically and economically harvest-
able at that size, and fair value estimates should reflect the properties of smaller fish being able to grow to 
harvestable sizes. 

If there exists an impairment requiring a write-down in value (further growth and sales price are not expected 
to meet production costs), an impairment write-down is entered to the statement of financial position and 
charged to the Profit & Loss.

the period immediately prior to harvesting makes estimating the fair value of not-yet-harvestable fish more 
uncertain than estimating the value of harvestable fish. see the note regarding biological assets for further infor-
mation regarding the principles employed.

FIXeD-PRIce cONTRAcTS

the Group enters into sales contracts for value added salmon products (VaP) on an ongoing basis. the contracts 
involve physical settlement, and deliveries associated with the contracts form part of the Group’s normal busi-
ness activities. the contracts contain no built-in derivative elements. 
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NotEs – bakkafrost GroUP

with respect to fixed-price contracts which result in the Group being obligated to sell salmon products at a price 
less than production cost (including fair value adjustment of raw materials at the point of harvesting), the 
contracts are considered onerous, and provisions are calculated and entered to the statement of financial posi-
tion. the provision is charged to the Profit & Loss statement in the line item "other operation cost". 

PROPeRTY, PlANT AND eQUIPmeNT

Property, plant and equipment are capitalised at acquisition cost, less accumulated depreciation and write-
downs. when assets are sold or divested, the book value is deducted and any loss or gain entered to Profit & 
Loss. ordinary depreciation commences from the date on which the asset goes into normal operation, and is 
calculated on the basis of its economic lifespan. Depreciation is assigned in a straight line over the expected 
economic lifespan of the assets, taking into consideration the estimated residual value. If an asset comprises 
significant components with varying lifespan, these components are deprecated separately. the scrap value of 
the property, plant and equipment as well as the depreciation period and depreciation method employed are 
reassessed annually.

facilities under construction are not depreciated. Depreciation is charged to expenses when the facilities are 
ready for use. If the situation or circumstances indicate that the carrying amount of an asset cannot be recov-
ered, an assessment is made about whether to write down its value. If the recoverable value of the assets is less 
than the carrying amount and the impairment is not expected to be temporary, the assets are written down to 
the recoverable value. the recoverable value is the greater of net sales price or value in use. Value in use is the 
present value of the future cash flows which the asset will generate. 

leASINg cONTRAcTS

operating assets which are leased on terms which transfer the bulk of the financial risk and control to the compa-
ny (financial leasing) are recorded in the statement of financial position as property, plant and equipment, and 
the corresponding leasing liability is included under long-term interest bearing liabilities at the present value of 
the leasing payments. the asset is depreciated as scheduled, and the liability is reduced by the amount of lease 
paid less a calculated interest cost. the deprecation period is consistent with similar assets which are owned by 
the Group. 

INTANgIBle ASSeTS

Intangible assets that are purchased individually are capitalised at acquisition cost. Intangible assets acquired in 
connection with the purchase of a business entity are capitalised at acquisition cost when the criteria for sepa-
rate recognition are met.

Intangible assets with a limited economic lifespan are depreciated systematically. Intangible assets are written 
down to recoverable amount if the expected financial benefits do not cover their carrying amount and any 
remaining production costs. 

costs relating to research and development are charged as expenses as they accrue. r&D costs are capitalised in 
the statement of financial position when it can be demonstrated that the relevant r&D projects carry economic 
benefits, that they can be technically finalised and that the company intends to and is financially able to reap 
the economic benefits.

capitalised r&D costs are recognised at acquisition cost less accumulated depreciation and write-downs. capital-
ised r&D costs are depreciated in a straight line over the asset’s estimated period of use.

Farming licences, which are purchased either as part of an acquisition or business combination according to Ifrs 
3, are capitalised at cost less accumulated write-downs. seafarming licences in the faroes are considered perpet-
ual, given certain preconditions regarding environmental protection and animal welfare are met.

consequently, sea farming licences are not depreciated systematically, but are subject to an annual impairment 
test. If the carrying amount exceeds the recoverable amount, licences are considered impaired, and write-downs 
are entered and charged to the Profit & Loss account in the line item "write-downs and reversal of write-downs".

Licences which are obtained at original distribution by the faroese government are not capitalised due to the 
fact that no acquisition consideration is transferred.

goodwill. when the company assumes control over a separate business entity for a consideration that exceeds 
the fair value of the individual assets, the difference is entered as goodwill in the statement of financial position. 

Goodwill deriving from the purchase of subsidiaries and associates is presented under intangible assets. 
Goodwill is not depreciated but is tested for impairment annually or more often if there are indications that its 
value is lower than the carrying amount. when assessing the need to write-down goodwill, this is assigned to 
relevant cash-flow generating units or those groups which are expected to benefit from the acquisition. write-
downs are performed in accordance with an assessment of the recoverable value of each of the cash-flow gener-
ating units to which the goodwill is assigned. to identify the Group’s cash-flow generating units, the assets are 
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grouped according to the lowest level to which separate and independent cash flows may be ascribed. recover-
able value is calculated on the basis of value in use. this is arrived at by estimating future cash flows for the 
next three years based on approved budgets and forecasts. cash flows after three years are assumed to equal 
the expected rate of inflation. cash flows are discounted by a rate of interest before tax, which takes account of 
relevant market risk. If the calculated value in use is less than the carrying amount of the cash-flow generating 
unit, goodwill is written-down first and then other assets as required. 

FINANcIAl INSTRUmeNTS

In accordance with Ias39, financial instruments falling within its remit are classified into the following categories: 
fair value with changes in value posted to Profit & Loss, hold until maturity, loans and receivables, available for 
sale and other liabilities.

Financial instruments at fair value with changes in value entered to Profit & loss. financial instruments which 
are held primarily for the purpose of buying or selling in the short term are classified as being held for trading 
purposes. these instruments are included in the category of financial instruments recognised at fair value with 
changes in value posted to Profit &Loss alongside forward currency contracts which are recognised at fair value 
with changes in value entered to Profit & Loss.

loans and receivables. Loans and receivables are recognised at amortised cost using the effective interest meth-
od less any losses from impairment. Due to immaterial transaction cost and short credit times, amortised cost 
equals nominal value less provisions for bad debts.
 
Financial assets available for sale. financial assets which are available for sale are recognised at fair value. any 
changes in fair value are taken directly to equity, with the exception of losses deriving from any fall in value. 

PeNSIONS

the Group has employed a defined contribution pension scheme. Pension premiums are charged to Profit & Loss 
as they accrue. the Group has no additional pension liabilities towards the employees, apart from these period-
ical payments. the net pension costs for the period are included in the line item “salaries and payroll costs”. 

TAX

the tax expense is matched against the Profit & Loss before tax, as it appears in the accounts. tax ascribable to 
equity transactions are taken to equity. the tax expense comprises tax payable (tax on the year’s direct taxable 
income) and changes in net deferred taxes. Deferred tax liabilities and deferred tax assets are presented net in 
the statement of financial position, to the extent that tax assets and liabilities can be netted against each other.

Deferred tax in the statement of financial position is a nominal amount calculated on the basis of temporary 
differences between accounting and tax values at their intended use, as well as the taxable loss carried forward 
at the end of the financial year.

Deferred tax assets are capitalised when it is deemed probable that they will result in a reduction in future taxes 
payable on taxable income.

Deferred tax is calculated on the difference between the accounting and taxable values of licences. 

PROvISIONS

a provision is recognised when, and only when, the company has a valid liability (legal or self-imposed) deriv-
ing from an event which has occurred and when it is probable (more likely than not) that a financial settlement 
will take place as a result at that liability and when the amount in question can be reliably quantified. Provisions 
are reviewed on each closing date, and the level reflects the best estimate for the liability.

eveNTS AFTeR THe DATe OF THe STATemeNT OF FINANcIAl POSITION 

New information regarding the company’s financial position on the statement of financial position which is 
received after the date of the statement of financial position has been recognised in the annual accounts. Events 
after the date of the statement of financial position which do not affect the company's financial position on the 
statement of financial position date, but which will affect the company’s future financial position are reported if 
material. 

STATemeNT OF cASH FlOW

the Group’s statement of cash flow shows a breakdown of the Group’s overall cash flow into operating, investing 
and financing activities. the statement shows the individual activity’s impact on cash and cash equivalents. the 
cash flow deriving from the acquisition and sale of business is presented under investing activities.

INTRAgROUP ReORgANISATION

the following intragroup reorganisation has taken place in 2010, following the merger between P/f bakkafrost 
and P/f Vestlax Holding as of 1 January 2010. the subsidiaries P/f sveipur, P/f faroe smolt and P/f bakkafrost 
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Packaging were merged into a single entity. the merger was effective as of 1 January 2010. the companies are 
wholly owned subsidiaries, and the merger is recognised according to the pooling of interest method. conse-
quently, the merger has no impact on the consolidated financial report. 

In the former Vestlax Group, P/f Vest salmon was owned by P/f Vestlax. after the merger between P/f Vestlax 
Holding and P/f bakkafrost, the shares that P/f Vest salmon owned in P/f Vestlax were transferred to P/f bakka-
frost. 

further, the legal placement of the VaP activity was not in line with the segment definition, in note 4. conse-
quently, the harvesting operation in P/f bakkafrost Processing has been transferred to P/f bakkafrost Harvest-
ing, which is part of the farming segment as of 1 January 2010.

STANDARDS ISSUeD BUT NOT YeT eFFecTIve 

the following is a list of new or revised standards or interpretations which are considered to be relevant for the 
bakkafrost Group’s financial statements.

IAS 24 “related Party disclosures” is revised. the revised standard amends the definition of a related party and 
modifies certain related party disclosure requirement for government-related entities. the revised Ias 24 is 
required to be applied from 1 January 2011.

IFRS 9 “financial Instruments”. a new standard issued as a part of a wider project to replace Ias 39. Ifrs 9 retains 
but simplifies the mixed measurement model and establishes two primary measurement categories for financial 
assets: amortised cost and fair value. the basis of classification depends on the entity’s business models and the 
contractual cash flows characteristics of the financial asset. the guidance in Ias 39 on impairment of financial 
and hedge accounting continues to apply. the standard is effective for periods starting 1 January 2013. Prior 
periods need not be restated if an entity adopts the standard for reporting periods beginning before 1 January 
2012.

IFRS 3 “business combinations”. amends the transition requirements for contingent consideration from a busi-
ness combination, which occurred before the effective date of the revised Ifrs. applied to annual periods begin-
ning on or after 1 July 2010, retrospectively.

IFRS 7 “financial instruments”. Emphasises the interaction between quantitative and qualitative disclosures 
about the nature and extent of risks associated with financial instruments. applied to annual periods beginning 
on 1 January 2011, retrospectively.

IAS 1. “Presentation of financial statements”. clarifies that an entity will present an analysis of other comprehen-
sive income for each component of equity, either in the statement of changes to equity or in the notes to the 
financial statements. to be applied to periods starting 1 July 2010, retrospectively.

NOTe 3.  AccOUNTINg eSTImATeS 

the preparation of financial statements in accordance with Ifrs requires management to make judgement esti-
mates and assumptions that affect the application of accounting principles and carrying amounts of assets and 
liabilities, income and expenses. the estimates and underlying assumptions are based on past experience and 
other factors perceived to be relevant and probable when the judgements were made. Estimates are reviewed 
on an ongoing basis, and actual values and results may deviate from the initial estimates. revision to accounting 
estimates are recognised in the period in which the estimates are revised.

the evaluations and estimates deemed to be of greatest significance for the bakkafrost Group financial state-
ments are as follows: 

vAlUATION OF BIOmASS

the valuation of biomass in the sea involves estimates of both volume and quality of the biomass. when valu-
ing the biomass, the most updated data on development in the biomass is used, and the estimated quality grad-
ing is based on history. according to Ias 41, the biomass is carried in the statement of financial position at esti-
mated fair value on the date of the statement of financial position. the estimate of the fair value of biomass will 
always be based on uncertain assumptions, even though the company has built substantial expertise in assessing 
these factors. the volume of biomass is, in itself, an estimate that is based on the number of smolt put to sea, 
the estimated growth from the time of stocking, estimated mortality based on observed mortality in the period, 
etc. the principles of valuation are described further in the note to the biological assets.

FIXeD-PRIce cONTRAcTS

the company holds long-term sale contracts related to salmon products. these contracts do not contain any 
elements of embedded derivates and are therefore not treated as financial instruments. the contracts are settled, 
based exclusively on the assumption that delivery of salmon products should take place. the contracts are not 
tradable, nor do they contain a clause for settlement in cash or cash equivalents.
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Provisions are made for estimated onerous contracts that oblige the Group to sell fish at a price less than the 
calculated fair value of the biomass.

AccOUNTINg FOR DeFeRReD TAXeS

the accounting of deferred taxes reflects tax rates and tax laws that have been enacted or substantively enact-
ed by the date of the statement of financial position. the recognition of a deferred tax asset is based on expec-
tations of profitability in the future. In addition, there are many transactions and calculations during the ordinary 
course of business for which the ultimate tax determination is uncertain. Deferred taxes are calculated using the 
nominal tax rate according to Ias 12. this means that the net present value of effects from, for instant tax losses 
carried forward that are utilised in the future, will be different from carrying amounts.
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NOTe 4. OPeRATINg SegmeNT INFORmATION

  value Added  Bakkafrost
2010 – DKK 1,000 Farming  Products eliminations  group
External operating revenues 347,070 473,142 0 820,212
Internal operating revenues 424,677 0 -424,677  0
Total operating revenues 771,747  473,142 -424,677  820,212

Depreciation and amortisation -38,076 -4,180 0 -42,256
operating expenses -447,094 -84,073 0 -531,167
Internal operating expenses 0 -424,677 424,677 0
Provision for onerous contracts 0 -2,856 0 -2,856
fair value adjustments biological assets 83,926 0 0 83,926
Listing costs -10,260 -2,530 0 -12,790
Income from associates 496 16 0 512
Net operating profit (eBIT) 360,739  -45,158  0  315,581

Net interest revenue 2,331 23 -1,304 1,050
Net interest expenses -8,744  -1,932 1,304 -9,372
earnings before taxes 354,326  -47,067  0  307,258 

tax -56,020  8,472  0  -47,548
Net earnings 298,306  -38,595  0  259,710

eBITDA 398,815  -40,978  0  357,838
   

ASSeTS      
Investments in associated companies 0 0  0  0

lIABIlITIeS 271,604 86,298  -75,536  282,366

INveSTmeNTS      
Tangible operating assets 295,146 7,912  0  303,058
Intangible operation assets 136,245  0  0  136,245
Depreciation -38,076  -4,180  0  -42,257

  value Added  Bakkafrost
2009 – DKK 1,000 Farming  Products eliminations  group
External operating revenues 237,856 358,709 0 596,565
Internal operating revenues 250,011  0  -250,011  0
Total operating revenues 487,867  358,709 -250,011  596,565 

Depreciation and amortisation -16,997 -3,799 0 -20,796
operating expenses -343,284 -74,085 0 -417,369
Internal operating expenses 0 -250,011 250,011 0
fair value adjustments biological assets 33,655 0 0 33,655
Income from associates 312 28 0 340
Net operating profit (eBIT) 161,553 30,842  0  192,395 

Net interest revenue 7,765 14 -4,865 2,914
Net interest expenses -16,615 -2,322 4,865 -14,072
earnings before taxes 152,703 28,534 0  181,237 

tax -27,396 -5,113 0  -32,509
Net earnings 125,307  23,421  0 148,728

eBITDA 178,550 34,641 0  213,191

ASSeTS      
Investments in associated companies 0  0  0  0
lIABIlITIeS 295,416  49,731 -113,002  232,145

INveSTmeNTS      
tangible operating assets 17,226 4,113 0  21,339
Intangible operation assets 0 0 0  0
Depreciation -16,997 -3,799 0  -20,797
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DISTRIBUTION OF  HARveSTeD  AND PURcHASeD vOlUme (tonnes gwt)
 2010 2010 2009 2009 
  gwt % gwt %
Harvested volume used in VaP production 12,903 59.2% 10,977 56.9%
External purchase of salmon for VaP production 163 0.7% 304 1.6%
Harvested volume sold fresh/frozen 8,723 40.1% 7,708 40.0%
External purchase of salmon sold fresh/frozen 10 0.0% 302 1.5%
Harvested and purchased volume (gwt) 21,799 100.0% 19,291 100.0%

geOgRAPHIc BReAKDOWN OF SAleS ReveNUeS BASeD ON cUSTOmeR lOcATION 
         
By geographic market (group)   2010 2009
Europe   589,620 443,398
Usa   121,366 128,210
(other relevant segment)     109,226 24,956
Total     820,212 596,564

the bakkafrost Group is predominantly operating on the foreign markets.   

the bakkafrost Group operates sea farming consisting of all production steps, from salmon roe to harvested fish, 
at an average size of approximately 5 kilos fresh and gutted. the salmon is partly sold on the spot market for 
salmon products and exported to foreign seafood processing companies.   

In addition, bakkafrost operates a VaP processing facility in which the fresh salmon is used as raw material for
production of value added salmon. the business segment definition is based on the distinction between output
sold to the industrial market and the value added products for the end consumers on the retail market.  
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NOTe 5. SAlARIeS AND OTHeR PeRSONNel eXPeNSeS

BReAKDOWN OF PAYROll eXPeNSeS

DKK 1,000     2010  2009  
wages and salaries   106,827 71,027 
social security taxes   3,650 2,073 
Pension expenses   6,715 4,777 
other benefits   1,217 137 
Total payroll expenses      118,409  78,014  

average number of full-time employees   363 256 

RemUNeRATION TO cORPORATe mANAgemeNT AND KeY PeRSONNel     

     Total Total 
DKK 1,000 Salary Bonus Pension Other  2010 2009  
chief Executive officer 1,309 0 30 0 1,339 974 
chief financial officer* 1,000 0 0 90 1,090 72 
sales manager 524 0 56 0 580 531 
operation manager – farming 684 0 67 0 751 684 
operation manager – VaP 584 0 25 0 609 560 
operation manager – harvest 550 0 49 0 599 569 
operation manager – fresh water 545 0 48 0 593 674 
Total remuneration 5,196 0 275 90 5,561 4,064  

* Employed from December 2009                 

Remuneration to management and key personnel      

the total remuneration to the corporate management and key personnel consists of basic salary (main element), 
benefits in kind and pension schemes, but varies from person to person.      
         
the Group’s chief Executive officer determines the remunerations to other management and key personnel in 
agreement with the chairman of the board of Directors.       

the total remuneration is determined based on the need to offer competitive terms in the various business areas. 
the remunerations should promote the Group’s competitiveness in the relevant labour market. the total remu-
neration must neither pose a threat to bakkafrost’s reputation nor be market-leading, but should ensure that 
bakkafrost attracts and retains senior executives with the desired skills and experience. the basic salary is 
subject to an annual evaluation and is determined based on general salary levels in the labour market.  

NOTIce OF TeRmINATION AND SeveRANce PAY         
the Group’s chief Executive officer has a basic period of notice from the company of 24 months, and other 
management and key personnel have a notice period of 6 to 12 months, depending on the position concerned.  

Fees paid to the Board of Directors        

DKK 1,000   2010 2009  
• Rúni M. Hansen* (appointed 15 December 2009)  Chairman of the Board 192 4 
• Johannes Jensen** (appointed 15 December 2009) Deputy Chairman of the Board 117 2 
• Odd Eliasen*** (appointed August 2006) Member of the Board 99 48 
• Trine Sæther Romuld (appointed 15 December 2009) Member of the Board 96 2 
• Annika Frederiksberg (appointed February 2008) Member of the Board 96 48 
• Virgar Dahl (appointed August 2006) Member of the Board 96 48 
• Líggjas í Bø (resigned 15 December 2009) Former Chairman of the Board 0 96 
• Hans Jacobsen (resigned 15 December 2009) Former Member of the Board 0 48 
• Óli Mortensen (resigned 15 December 2009) Former Member of the Board 0 48 
• Total remuneration   696 344  

*  rúni m Hansen was appointed board member and chairman of the board on 15 December 2009.   
**  Johannes Jensen was appointed board member 15 December 2009 and as Deputy chairman of the board 
 on 15 february 2010.
***  odd Eliasen was Deputy chairman of the board until 15 february 2010.     
          
loans to employees     
as of 31.12.2010, there are no loans to employees.     
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NOTe 6. AUDITOR’S FeeS

fees paid to auditors (ex. Vat) breaks down as follows:   

DKK 1,000 2010 2009  
statutory auditing 675 306 
tax advisory services 65 18 
other services 261 36 
Prospectus, mergers and Ifrs conversion 1,417 0 
Total auditor’s fees 2,418 360  

NOTe 7. NeT FINANcIAl ITemS

DKK 1,000 2010 2009  
other financial income 1,051 2,915 
Financial income 1,051 2,915  

Interest expenses on long-term loans -5,419 -7,691 
Interest expenses on credit lines -2,538 -5,365 
Interest expenses on accounts payable -223 -10 
Financial expenses -8,180 -13,065  

Exchange differences 819 -630 
Net currency effects 819 -630  

other financial expenses -2,011 -377 
Other financial items -2,011 -377   

Net financial items -8,321 -11,158  
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NOTe 8. INTANgIBle ASSeTS

   Total  Total  
DKK 1,000 goodwill licences  2010 2009  
acquisitions cost as of 01.01 0 0 0 0 
additions in the year as a result of acquisitions 3,537 132,708 136,245 0 
Acquisitions cost as of 31.12  3,537 132,708  136,245 0  

Impairments 01.01 0 0 0 0 
Impairments during the year 0 0 0 0 
Accumulated impairments as of 31.12 0 0 0 0   

Net book value as of 31.12 3,537 132,708 136,245 0  

ImPAIRmeNT TeSTINg

the Group tests intangible assets annually for impairment, or more frequently if there are indications that the 
assets are impaired. the annual impairment test is performed at year-end. bakkafrost has substantial assets with 
indefinite lives in the form of licences. the licences are subject to impairment testing in combination with good-
will in the annual test. bakkafrost identifies each faming zone, which can contain one or a number of licences or 
farming sites as one cash generating unit.

THe PROceDURe OF ImPAIRmeNT TeSTINg  

Impairment testing is carried out by calculating the net present value of estimated future cash flows (value in 
use) for the cash generating unit in line with Ias 36 and comparing the net present value of the cash flow towards 
the carrying amount of net asset held by the cash generating unit (cGU). If the carrying amount is greater than 
the calculated value in use, a write-down to the calculated value in use is made. the estimated cash flows are 
based on the assumption of continued operation. the basis for the estimated cash flows is the strategic plan for 
the following years. the strategic plans have been reviewed and the targets approved by Group management. 

INDIcATIONS OF ImPAIRmeNT

the impairment testing at year-end did not result in identification of impairment losses. Intangible assets were 
tested for impairment to evaluate if the cash flows from a conservative estimate were sufficient to support the 
carrying amount of net assets. the test confirmed the asset values.

THe KeY ASSUmPTIONS

the key assumptions used in the calculation of value in use are harvest volume per generation, Ebt and wacc 
in accordance to Ias 36. Harvested volume is based on the current stocking plans for each unit and forecasted 
figures for growth and mortality. 

seafarming licences in the faroes are considered perpetual, given certain preconditions regarding environmental 
protection and animal welfare are met.

SeNSITIvITY

In connection with the impairment testing of intangible assets, sensitivity analysis has been carried out. the 
value in use has been determined based on future strategic plans considering the expected development in both 
macroeconomic and company-related conditions. sensitivity analysis has been performed for each of the defined 
cash generating units. Given the current strategic plans, all cash generating units have very high tolerance levels 
for changes to the assumptions. 
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  Plant,    
  machinery,   
 land  operating   Other   
 and   equipment, operating  Total  Total 
DKK 1,000  buildings fixtures, etc. equipment 2010 2009
acquisitions cost as of 01.01 105,006 213,185 14,268 332,459 311,411
acquisitions costs from merged 
company 01.01 38,423 188,009 8,224 234,656 0
re-evaluations from merged 
company as of 01.01 -5,900 -21,004 0 -26,904 0
acquisitions during the year 17,314 47,523 3,565 68,402 21,339
Disposals during the year -300 -2,165 -517 -2,982 -291
Acquisitions cost as of 31.12  154,543 425,548 25,540 605,630 332,459

accumulated depreciation and 
write-downs as of 01.01 -21,021 -75,724 -4,713 -101,458 -80,756
accumulated depreciation and write-downs 
from merged company 01.01 -8,199 -92,482 -4,815 -105,496 0
Depreciations during the year -4,355 -34,837 -2,199 -41,391 -20,797
accumulated deprecations and write-downs 
on disposals -1,797 505 427 -865 96
Accumulated depreciation and write-downs 
as of 31.12 -35,372 -202,538 -11,300 -249,210 -101,457

Net book value as of 31.12  119,171 223,009 14,240 356,420 231,002

buildings in Glyvrar and klaksvík are located on rented land.    

Estimated lifetime 25 years 10 years  3–5 years  
Depreciation method linear linear linear  

NotEs – bakkafrost GroUP
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NOTe 10. SUBSIDIARIeS AND ASSOcIATeS

     carrying carrying  
      amount in  amount in 
     P/F P/F 
DKK 1,000 consolidated Head  voting Bakkafrost  Bakkafrost
company  Yes/No Office Ownership share 2010 2009  
P/f bakkafrost farming North Yes Glyvrar 100% 100% 71,796 71,796 
P/f bakkafrost Processing Yes Glyvrar 100% 100% 30,518 31,884 
P/f faroe smolt* Yes Glyvrar 100% 100% 0 1,900 
P/f bakkafrost sales Yes Glyvrar 100% 100% 879 879 
P/f bakkafrost Packaging Yes Glyvrar 100% 100% 7,781 3,951 
P/f bakkafrost Harvesting Yes Glyvrar 100% 100% 6,059 0 
P/f bakkafrost farming west Yes Glyvrar 100% 100% 132,031 0 
P/f salmon Proteins No Eiði 58.5% 30% 1,456 1,362 
Total         250,521 111,773  

* merged with P/f bakkafrost Packaging in 2010       
        
Summarised financial information concerning P/F Salmon Proteins (DKK 1,000):   2010 2009  
Gross profit     3,964 3,836 
Net earnings       1,077 1,042 
total assets      14,743 14,604 
Net equity     10,230 9,152 

AcQUISITIONS THROUgH BUSINeSS cOmBINATION

 by 1 January 2010, P/f bakkafrost and P/f Vestlax Holding were merged into one holding company. Under Ifrs 
3 concerning business combinations, the merger was treated as an acquisition, in which P/f bakkafrost is the 
acquiring company and P/f Vestlax Holding the acquired company.

Details of the fair value allocation and the effect on the statement of financial position are presented in the table 
below:

DKK 1,000    Impact on consolidated accounts
Intangible assets          136,245 
Property, plant and equipment      100,106 
financial assets      -9,932 
biomass      102,379 
other current assets      54,071 
Deferred tax      -18,828 
Long-term interest bearing debt      -37,065 
short-term interest bearing debt      -116,975 
other short-term liabilities      -25,623 
other Ifrs adjustments on equity      3,564 
Total effect on equity          187,942  

the merger is considered a business combination according to Ifrs 3. bakkafrost is considered the acquiree and 
Vestlax the acquired group. accordingly, a Purchase Price allocation is performed in which Vestlax is recognised 
and measured at market value.

the market value is established by an actual transaction between independent parties in which shares in bakka-
frost were traded under the presumption of the merger taking place at 1 January 2010 at certain relative values.

the balance sheet of the Vestlax Group has been examined, and fair values have been identified in farming 
licences by employing generally accepted valuation techniques. the market values of licences are measured at 
Dkk 132.7 million and goodwill at Dkk 3.5 million, totalling 136.2 million. the adjustments relative to book values, 
amounting to Dkk 67.7 million, are entered to intangible assets. biomass is already measured at fair value, and 
the examination of the balance sheet revealed no further excess values. 

according to Ifrs 3, deferred tax is calculated on excess values of licences and entered to liabilities; this amounts 
to Dkk 23.9 million, less tax assets in Vestlax Group of Dkk 5.1 million. Goodwill is by definition a residual, and 
no deferred tax is entered. the Vestlax Group and the sea farming activity of bakkafrost Group perform similar 
activities and will potentially benefit from economies of scale. 
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Under the item Investment in financial assets, Dkk 16.1 million is eliminated, as this relates to bakkafrost’s share 
of the share capital in Vestlax. an adjustment to accounts receivable of Dkk 5.3 million relates mainly to inter-
group receivables that are eliminated. 

the adjustment of Dkk 27.7 million to shareholders’ equity relates primarily to the following eliminations and 
adjustments. bakkafrost’s part of the share capital in Vestlax is eliminated, which amounts to Dkk -16.1 million. 
as the merger consideration for Vestlax is paid in shares of bakkafrost, the share capital in the merged Group is 
increased by Dkk 1.0 million, so that the total share capital after the merger is Dkk 4.0 million. the purchase 
price allocation, which is the excess value of the book value of the assets in Vestlax, amounting to Dkk 67.7 
million, is entered on other equity. finally, a provision for deferred tax of the value of the licences is made, 
amounting to Dkk 23.9 million.

NotEs – bakkafrost GroUP
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NOTe 11. SHAReS AND HOlDINgS IN OTHeR cOmPANIeS

    carrying carrying
DKK 1,000  Acquisition Write- amount amount
company  Ownership cost down/-up 2010 2009
P/f Dagsbrún 13.7 % 11,127 8,854 19,981 7,427
P/f Vestlax Holding* - - - - 16,085
others  - 2 0 2 27
Total  11,129 8,854 19,983 23,539

* P/f Vestlax Holding was merged with P/f bakkafrost as the continuing company, 1 January 2010.   

Investments in other companies are classified as available for sale. shares and holdings in which the Group does 
not have significant influence are valued at cost. this is due to the fact that fair value cannot be measured reli-
ably.

NOTe 12. INveNTORY

DKK 1,000 2010 2009
raw materials and goods in progress 23,428  9,871
finished goods 5,073 10,656
Total Inventory 28,501 20,527

raw materials primarily consist of feed at the marine production sites, and raw materials and packaging materi-
als used in processing.
        
Goods in progress include semi-finished products and spare parts.     
         
finished products include all products ready for sale, such as fresh and frozen whole salmon, as well as processed 
salmon products.
         
Inventories are measured at cost price, except from biomass harvested by Group companies, which are measured 
at fair value at the time of harvesting.         
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NOTe 13. BIOlOgIcAl ASSeTS

DKK 1,000  2010 2009
biological assets carrying amount 01.01 227,497 229,720
Increase due to production or purchases 442,289 272,139
Increase due to acquisitions 98,986 0
reduction due to harvesting or sale (costs of goods sold) -370,607 -308,017
fair value 01.01 reversed -46,866 -13,211
fair value adjustments 31.12 entered 130,792 46,866
Biological assets carrying amount 31.12 482,091 227,497

biomass < 4 kg on average (tonnes live weight) 5,723 5,159
biomass > 4 kg on average (tonnes live weight) 12,266 5,510
volume of biomass at sea  17,989 10,669  

volume of biomass harvested during the year (tonnes gutted weight) 21,626 18,685

fair value adjustment fish < 4 kg on average live weight 54,838 10,132
fair value adjustment fish > 4 kg on average live weight 75,954 36,734
Total change in fair value on biological assets 130,792 46,866

cost price biological assets 351,299 180,630
fair value adjustments at the end of the period 130,792 46,866
Biological assets carrying amount  482,091 227,497

vAlUATION OF BIOlOgIcAl ASSeTS        

Ias 41 requires biomass to be accounted for at the estimated fair value net of sales costs and harvesting costs. 

the calculation of the estimated fair value is based on market prices for harvested fish. the prices are reduced 
for harvesting costs and freight costs to market to arrive at a net value back to farm. the valuation reflects the 
expected quality grading. In the accounts, the change in estimated fair value is charged to the Profit & Loss 
account on a continuous basis.  

THe vAlUATION mODel        

the valuation model is completed for each business unit, and it is based on biomass in sea for each location. the 
specification of biomass includes total number of fish, estimated average weight and biological costs for the 
biomass. Number of kilo biomass is multiplied by value per kilo that reflects the actual value. the price used is 
the price for sellable fish. the valuation takes into consideration that not all the fish are of the same quality.  

SIgNIFIcANT ASSUmPTIONS FOR DeTeRmININg FAIR vAlUe OF lIve FISH

the estimate of fair value of biomass will always be based on uncertain assumptions, even though the company 
has built substantial expertise in assessing these factors. the volume of biomass is, in itself, an estimate that is 
based on the number of smolt put to sea, the estimated growth from the time of stocking, estimated mortality 
based on observed mortality in the period, etc. the quality of the biomass is difficult to estimate, and even in a 
situation with good estimates for the average weight of the fish, there will be a spread in quality with even minor 
changes in the market price which will give significant changes in the valuation, if assumed that all fish and 
weight of the fish actually is in the cage. the price assumption is also important for the valuation, and when the 
fish is a harvestable size and the volume is 17,989 tonnes, a change in price of Dkk 1 will have an impact on the 
valuation of approximately Dkk 18 million.        
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NOTe 14. AccOUNTS ReceIvABle AND OTHeR ReceIvABleS

DKK 1,000 2010 2009
accounts receivable 125,604 66,649
reversal of provision for bad debt 15 74
Provisions for bad debts 0 -79
Net accounts receivable 125,619 66,644

Prepayments 262 1,431
Vat 19,628 11,326
other 0 294
Other receivables 19,890 13,051  

Total accounts receivable and other receivables 145,509 79,695

Age DISTRIBUTION OF AccOUNTS ReceIvABle    
DKK 1,000 2010 2009
receivables not overdue 125,553 66,517
overdue 0–6 months 66 44
overdue more than 6 months 0 83
Total 125,619 66,644

cURReNcY eXPOSURe TO AccOUNTS ReceIvABle    
the Group holds accounts receivable in foreign currencies amounting to Dkk 125,6 million at year-end. below is 
presented the book value of receivables specified in currency, translated into Dkk employing the currency value 
at 31.12. 
 
currency distribution of receivables    
DKK 1,000 2010 2009
Dkk 75,353 45,523
EUr 24,178 15,507
UsD 16,064 1,643
GbP 4,445 2,077
others 5,580 1,894
Total 125,619 66,644
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NOTe 15. eQUITY cOmPOSITION
 
restricted equity comprises equity in which distribution to the shareholders can only take place adhering to 
specific procedures prescribed by the faroese Limited companies act.

restricted equity consists of Equity recognition surplus and fair Value adjustments of biomass.

free equity can be readily distributed to the shareholders, or otherwise disposed of, after due approval by the aGm.

the composition of equity can be specified as follows:
       
      Fair value  
   Share equity  adjust-  
  Share Premium Recognition Proposed  ments Retained Total
DKK 1,000  capital Reserve Surplus Dividend Biomass earnings equity
equity 01.01.2010  2,992 86,676 6,932 18,000 46,866 227,421 388,887
adjustment 01.01  0 0 0 0 0 1,371 1,371
Net profit after tax  0 0 0 0 83,926 175,785 259,711
fair value adjustment on 
securities available for sale*  0 0 5,830 0 0 0 5,830
Deferred tax on securities 
available for sale*  0 0 -1,594 0 0 0 -1,594
Paid-out dividend  0 0 0 -18,000 0 0 -18,000
Dividend on treasury shares  0 0 0 0 0 357 357
Proposed dividend  0 0 0 191,035 0 -191,035 0
write-ups share of profits 
in associates  0 0 512 0 0 -512 0
share issue related to IPo  2,608 72,392 0 0 0 0 75,000
costs related to IPo  0 -7,273 0 0 0 0 -7,273
sale of treasury shares 
related to IPo  0 15,669 0 0 0 0 15,669
tax on sale of treasury shares   0 -2,820 0 0 0 0 -2,820
Equity increase due to merger  972 208,067 0 0 0 0 209,039
Deferred tax on recognised 
excess fair value  0 -23,888 0 0 0 0 -23,888
share split due to merger  42,286 -42,286 0 0 0 0 0
equity 31.12.2010  48,858 306,537 11,680 191,035 130,792 213,387 902,289

* other comprehensive income

      Fair  
   Share equity   value   
  Share Premium Recognition Proposed Adjustments Retained Total
DKK 1,000  capital Reserve Surplus Dividend Biomass earnings equity
equity 01.01.2009  2,992 86,676 3,083 5,000 13,211 130,688 241,650
Net profit after tax  0 0 0 0 33,655 115,073 148,728
fair value adjustment on 
securities available for sale*  0 0 4,279 0 0 0 4,279
Deferred tax on securities 
available for sale*  0 0 -770 0 0 0 -770
Paid-out dividend  0 0 0 -5,000 0 0 -5,000
Proposed dividend  0 0 0 18,000 0 -18,000 0
write-ups share of profits 
in associates  0 0 340 0 0 -340 0
equity 31.12.2009  2,992 86,676 6,932 18,000 46,866 227,421 388,887

* other comprehensive income
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NOTe 16. SHARe cAPITAl AND mAJOR SHAReHOlDeRS

Share capital:   
DKK 1,000 Share capital
share capital at 31 December 2009 2,992
share issue related to IPo 2,608
sale of treasury shares related to IPo 0
Equity increase due to merger 972
share split due to merger 42,286
Share capital at 31 December 2010 48,858

The parent company's share capital comprises:     
DKK 1,000 No. of Shares  Face value  Share capital
ordinary shares 48,858,065 1 48,858,065
Total Share capital     48,858,065

SHAReHOlDeRS        

the 20 largest shareholders, including those holding more than 5% in the company as of 31 December 2010 were:  
  
DKK 1,000 Nominal value of shares  Share holding  voting rights
saLmar asa 11,380,265 23.30% 23.30%
HaVsbrÚN P/f 8,166,540 16.70% 16.70%
Hans Jacobsen 4,594,437 9.40% 9.40%
regin Jacobsen 4,491,217 9.20% 9.20%
JPmorGaN cHasE baNk 2,157,501 4.40% 4.40%
tf ÍLØGUr P/f 1,719,095 3.50% 3.50%
JPmbLsa 1,063,875 2.20% 2.20%
roYNDIN P/f 927,564 1.90% 1.90%
morGaN staNLEY & co INtErNat. PLc 758,138 1.60% 1.60%
statE strEEt baNk aND trUst co 738,901 1.50% 1.50%
om HoLDING as 700,000 1.40% 1.40%
katrin Jakobsen 545,441 1.10% 1.10%
JPmorGaN cHasE baNk 544,780 1.10% 1.10%
browN brotHErs HarrImaN & co 489,625 1.00% 1.00%
Ubs (LUXEmboUrG) s.a. 482,593 1.00% 1.00%
Varma mUtUaL PENsIoN INsUraNcE 457,400 0.90% 0.90%
skaNDINaVIska ENskILDa baNkEN 423,600 0.90% 0.90%
stIcHtING PENsIoENfoNDs mEtaaL EN 356,983 0.70% 0.70%
aLfrED bErG Gambak 350,676 0.70% 0.70%
rógvi Jacobsen 350,038 0.70% 0.70%  

Total held by the 20 largest shareholders 40,698,669 83.20% 83.20%
total other shareholders 8,159,396  16.80%  16.80%  

Total no. of shares   48,858,065  100.00%  100.00%

shares owned directly and indirectly by the members of the board of Directors and cEo:    
 
        
Name  Position  No. of shares  Shareholding
rúni m. Hansen chairman of the board 10,000 0.02%
Johannes Jensen Deputy chairman of the board 0 0.00%
odd Eliasen member of the board 0 0.00%
trine sæther romuld member of the board 0 0.00%
annika frederiksberg member of the board 14,000 0.03%
Virgar Dahl member of the board 7,000 0.01%
J. regin Jacobsen  chief Executive officer  4,491,217  9.19%

DIvIDeND         

the board has proposed a dividend of Dkk 191.035 million. the dividend proposal has not been recognised as a 
liability at 31 December 2010, but is presented as an item within equity.
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NOTe 17. NeT INTeReST BeARINg DeBT

lONg-TeRm INTeReST BeARINg DeBT        

        
DKK 1,000 2010 2009
Debt to credit institutions 44,324 87,382
Leasing liabilities 0 0
Next year’s instalments on long-term debt -6,967 -53,033
other long-term debt 0 0
Total long-term interest bearing debt 31.12. 37,357 34,349

Debt to credit institutions 34,994 45,239
Next year’s instalments on long-term debt 6,967 53,023
Total short-term interest bearing debt 31.12. 41,961 98,262

total interest bearing debt 79,318 132,612
cash and cash equivalents 9,128 35,319
Net interest bearing debt 70,190 97,293

  
cash and cash equivalents consist of short-term bank deposits. the maturity structure of the Group's financial 
commitments, based on undiscounted contractual payments. the merged Group's (bakkafrost and Vestlax) undrawn 
financing facility amounted to approximately Dkk 320 million at 31 December 2010.
  
RemAININg PeRIOD        

31.12.2010  1–3 months 3–12 months 1–5 years > 5 years Total
Interest bearing bank loans 0 6,967 25,476 11,881 44,324
Leasing liabilities 0 0 0 0 0
other debt 0 34,994 0 0 34,994
accounts payable and other debt 74,113 8,927 0 0 83,040

RemAININg PeRIOD 

31.12.2009  1–3 months 3–12 months 1–5 years > 5 years Total
Interest bearing bank loans 12,500 40,523 29,782 4,568 87,373
Leasing liabilities 0 0 0 0 0
other debt 0 45,239 0 0 45,239
accounts payable and other debt 42,451 0 0 0 42,451

INTeReST BeARINg DeBT IN mORe DeTAIl.         

the Group signed a loan agreement in february 2010 amounting to Dkk 400 million, distributed between two 
revolving overdraft facilities amounting to a total of Dkk 200 million and two instalment loans totalling Dkk 200 
million. In 2011, the loan agreement was amended with, among other things, new margins. at 31 December 2010, 
the available instalment loans amounted to Dkk 150 million, with Dkk 50 million to be paid back before the end 
of 2011, divided into quarterly instalments of Dkk 12.5 million. after that, the payments shall follow an 8-year 
profile ending 31.12.2014. the loan facility is secured both in the company’s property, plants and other material, 
and fixed assets as well as stock, farming licences and insurance policies. 

the interest payable is cIbor 3 months plus the current margin, which is calculated on the basis of the compa-
ny’s interest bearing debt ratio compared to EbItDa before fair value adjustments of biological assets. the 
margin may vary between 2% p.a. and 3.75% p.a.       
        
the Group’s net interest bearing debt, measured on a quarterly basis, based on a rolling 4 quarters, must not 
exceed EbItDa X 3.5 and from 31.12.2011, 3.0.  
  
FINANcIAl cOveNANTS        

the revolving overdraft facility shall be distributed between financing of accounts receivables and fish at sea. 
one part of the facility must never exceed 80% of the insured accounts receivables, and the other part must not, 
at any time, exceed 65% of the lesser of the cost of the fish at sea or P/f bankNordik’s estimated standard value 
in fish at sea.         
        
EbItDa for the Group must at all times be 1.2 times the total interest and repayments to the two banks. the 
solvency for the Group must not be below 30%. fair value adjustments of the biological assets shall not be includ-
ed when calculating the EbItDa.

the bakkafrost Group had total available finances of Dkk 394 million, of which the undrawn amount at 31 Decem-
ber 2010 was approximately Dkk 320 million.
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NOTe 18. TAX

DKK 1,000    
The tax expense for the year breaks down as follows: 2010 2009
tax payable 8,927 0
change in deferred tax 38,620 32,509
Tax expense on ordinary profit 47,547 32,509

Tax payable in the statement of financial position       
tax on sale of treasury shares 2,820 0
tax payable  8,927 0
Tax payable in the statement of financial position   11,747 0

Specifications of temporary differences     
Licences 132,709 0
Property, plant and equipment 147,199 120,644
financial assets 8,853 8,012
Inventory 479,235 227,679
receivables 0 -674
Losses carried forward -101,281 -38,541
Total temporary differences 666,715 317,120 

Deferred tax liabilities (+) / assets (-) 120,009 57,082

Reconciliation from nominal to actual tax rate   
Profit before tax 307,259 181,237
Expected tax at nominal tax rate (18%) 55,307 32,623
tax on equity entries -6,654 0
Permanent differences -1,105 -114
calculated tax expense 47,548 32,509

 

Effective tax rate 15.47% 17.90%

Under the faroese tax regime, growth of live biomass is not tax relevant before harvesting. consequently, large 
tax losses to be carried forward are incurred as biomass in inventory being built up. tax losses to be carried 
forward are infinite. Deferred taxes on temporary differences, deriving from shares in associated companies, are 
not entered because intercompany dividends are not tax relevant in the faroese tax regime.   
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NOTe 19. mORTgAgeS AND gUARANTeeS

carrying amount of debt secured by mortgages and pledges    
DKK 1,000 2010 2009
Long-term debt to financial institutions 37,357 34,350
short-term debt to financial institutions 41,961 98,262
Total 79,318 132,612

carrying amount of assets pledged as security for recognised debt     
Licences 132,709 0
Property, plant and equipment 356,419 231,002
shares 0 7,427
biological assets (biomass) 482,091 227,497
Inventory 28,501 20,527
accounts receivable 125,619 66,644
other receivables 19,890 13,308
Total 1,145,229 566,405

the Group’s companies have a guaranteed self-debtor in solidum for the balance without limitations for each 
other. mortgages in each Group company also count as collateral for the bank debt of other Group companies.
as part of the guarantees are also any insurance refunds.

NOTe 20. FINANcIAl mARKeT RISK

FINANcIAl RISK       

the Group has bank loans, raised for the purpose of providing capital for investment in the company's business. In 
addition, the company has financial instruments such as accounts receivable, accounts payable, etc. which are ascrib-
able directly to day-to-day business operations. the Group has no forward currency contracts for hedging purposes. 
 
the company does not employ financial instruments, including financial derivatives, for the purpose of speculation. 
 
the most important financial risks to which the company is exposed are interest rate risk, foreign exchange risk, 
liquidity risk and credit risk. management monitors these risks on an ongoing basis, and draws up guidelines for 
how they are to be dealt with.   

mARKeT RISK

Interest rate risk       

the borrowing portfolio is currently at floating interest rates, which means that the Group is affected by chang-
es in interest rates. Loans are capitalised at amortised cost, since the difference between amortised cost and fair 
value is negligible.

Given the financial instruments in effect on 31 December 2010, a 0.5% increase in interest rates would reduce the 
Group’s profitability by Dkk 0.4 million before tax.

Foreign exchange risk       

bakkafrost trades on the world market for farmed salmonids, and parts of revenues and accounts receivable are 
denominated in foreign currency. on the other hand, purchases of raw materials, etc. are predominantly denom-
inated in Dkk. fluctuations in foreign exchange rates present a financial risk to the Group.                                                                                               

cReDIT RISK       

the risk that counterparties do not have the financial strength to meet their obligations is considered relatively 
low, since losses due to bad debts historically have been small. However, following the international crisis, the 
risk of losses may be considered increasing. the Group has no material risk relating to individual counterparties 
or counterparties which may be considered a group due to similarities in the credit risk, though some markets 
have been hit harder by the ongoing world recession. the Group has guidelines to ensure that sales are made 
only to customers that have not previously had payment problems and that outstanding balances do not exceed 
fixed credit limits. the majority of the total accounts receivable is insured.  

as not all receivables are insured, the Group has to accept a certain risk element in accounts receivable.  

the gross credit risk on the statement of financial position corresponds to the Group’s receivables portfolio on 
the statement of financial position.
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lIQUDITY RISK       

Liquidity risk is the risk that the Group will not be able to meet its financial obligations as they fall due. Liquid-
ity risk is managed by maintaining a flexible financial structure which is secured by means of established 
borrowing facilities. the Group’s objective is to have sufficient cash, cash equivalents or medium-term credit 
facilities to meet its borrowing requirement in the short term. Unused credit facilities are described in note 17, 
where the terms are described.

cAPITAl STRUcTURe AND eQUITY       
the prime objective of the Group’s capital management is to ensure that it maintains a good credit rating in order 
to achieve favourable borrowing terms. by ensuring a good debt-to-equity ratio, the Group will support its busi-
ness operations. the Group manages and makes changes to its capital structure in response to an ongoing assess-
ment of financial conditions under which the business operates and its short- and medium-term outlook, includ-
ing any adjustment in dividend payouts, buyback of own shares, capital reduction or issue of new shares. 

NOTe 21. eARNINgS PeR SHARe

DKK 1,000 2010 2009
Profit for the year to shareholders  259,711 148,728
fair value adjustment of biomass (Ias 41) -83,926 -33,655
tax on fair value adjustment 15,107 6,058
Adjusted profit for the year to shareholders of P/F Bakkafrost  190,892 121,131

ordinary shares as of 01.01* 46,250,000 2,991,789
Effect of own shares by merger -918,384 0
Effect of share issue 2,608,065 0
Effect of sale of own shares 918,384 0
Ordinary shares as of 31.12 48,858,065 2,991,789

 

Time-weighted average number of shares outstanding through the year 48,036,837 2,991,789

* 1 January 2010 P/f Vestlax Holding was merged with P/f bakkafrost. In connection with the merger, a share 
capital split was made where the nominal share capital of Dkk 2,991,789 was divided into 46,250,000 shares. 

earnings per share  2010 2009
basic (Dkk) 5.41 49.71
Diluted (Dkk) 5.41 49.71

earnings per share before fair value adjustments of biomass 2010 2009
basic (Dkk) 3.97 40.49
Diluted (Dkk) 3.97 40.49

bakkafrost Group has no stock option programme running at present.    

NOTe 22. cAPITAl cOmmITmeNTS

the Group had capital expenditure committed but not provided in these accounts at 31 December 2010 of approx-
imately Dkk 12 million.  
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NOTe 23. RelATeD-PARTY TRANSAcTIONS

related parties in this respect are considered persons or legal entities which directly or indirectly have deter-
mining or substantial influence on bakkafrost Group through shareholding or position.    

members of the Board of Directors Position  No. of shares
rúni m. Hansen chairman of the board 10,000
Johannes Jensen Deputy chairman of the board 0
odd Eliasen member of the board 0
trine sæther romuld member of the board 0
annika frederiksberg member of the board 14,000
Virgar Dahl member of the board 7,000

Other key personnel    
J. regin Jacobsen chief Executive officer 4,491,217
teitur samuelsen chief financial officer 1,000
frederik Hansen  sales manager 0
Jón Purkhús operation manager – farming 172,068
kári Jacobsen operation manager – VaP 1,000
andrias Petersen operation manager – harvest 0
Leif av reyni   operation manager – fresh water 0

SHAReHOlDeRS 

salmar asa and P/f Havsbrún are major shareholders of P/f bakkafrost at the end of 2010. Havsbrún is also the 
central feed supplier to the sea farming activity of the bakkafrost Group.    

SPecIFIcATION OF RelATeD-PARTY TRANSAcTIONS

related parties are in this respect considered as persons or legal entities which directly or indirectly possess 
substantial influence on the company through ownership or position.    

DKK 1,000 2010 2009
revenues – P/f Havsbrún 2,245 2,342
revenues – P/f bankNordik - 238
Purchases – P/f Havsbrún 272,925 150,976
Interest costs – P/f bankNordik 0 5,578

Interest bearing debts – P/f bankNordik - 46,401
accounts receivable  - -
account receivables – P/f Havsbrún 282 -
other receivables – P/f bankNordik - 35,221 

accounts payable – P/f Havsbrún 27,358 15,074
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NOTe 24. PRO-FORmA FINANcIAlS

BAKKAFROST gROUP

the bakkafrost Group and Vestlax Group were separate entities. In 2008, a group of investors, of which a major-
ity also hold shares in bakkafrost, set up Vestlax Holding, which then purchased all shares in Vestlax Group. 
Initially, the Groups were operated separately, with separate boards of Directors and cEos.
       
the Vestlax Group and the seafarming activity of the bakkafrost Group perform similar activities and would 
benefit from economies of scale.  
       
by 1 January 2010, P/f bakkafrost and P/f Vestlax Holding were merged into one company. consequently, the 
comparison figures for 2009 will not provide an adequate basis for comparison. therefore, the following pro 
forma financial information, which presents the Profit & Loss statement as if the merger took place on 1 January 
2009, will provide pro forma comparison.   
       
the pro forma financials present the joint activity as one reporting entity for the period. the pro forma figures 
are based on the actual financial figures of the Groups. Internal trade, gains and losses and balances have been 
eliminated.      
       
  Proforma 
DKK 1,000  2009

Operating revenue 921,688 

Purchase of goods  -272,638
change in inventory and biological assets (at cost)  -105,659
fair value adjustments on biological assets  31,923
fair value (excess of costs) on biological assets acquired and harvested 2,563
salary and personnel expenses -123,895
other operating revenue 9,500
other operation expenses  -186,727
onerous contracts 0
Listing costs 0
Income from associates  699
Depreciation -38,134
earnings before interest and taxes (eBIT) 239,320

 
financial income 1,197
Net interest expenses -37,290
Net currency effects 1,577
other financial expenses -3,661
earnings before taxes (eBT) 201,143

 
taxes -36,343
Profit for the period 164,800
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DKK 1,000 Note  2010 2009 

Operating revenue  10,300 3,820
salary and personnel expenses 2 -8,381 -2,602
other operation expenses  -5,160 -2,405
Depreciation 4 -2,118 -1,460
Listing costs  -12,790 0
earnings before interest and taxes (eBIT)    -18,149 -2,647

Dividend from subsidiaries 5 98,624 0
Income from other investments in shares 6 94 170
financial income 3 11,577 6,645
Net interest expenses 3 -2,084 -2,209
other financial expenses  -1,745 0
earnings before taxes (eBT)    88,317 1,959

taxes 9 1,797 -356
Profit to shareholders of P/F Bakkafrost    90,114 1,603

Distribution of profit    
Dividend  191,035 18,000
retained earnings    -100,921 -16,397
Distribution in total    90,114 1,603

P/f bakkafrost ProfIt aND Loss statEmENt
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P/f bakkafrost statEmENt of fINaNcIaL PosItIoN

DKK 1,000 Note 2010  2009

ASSeTS    
Non-current assets   
Intangible assets  0 0
Total intangible assets   0  0

Property, plant and equipment    
Land, buildings and other real estate 4 51,128 43,026
Plant, machinery and other operating equipment 4 2,100 409
Total property, plant and equipment   53,228  43,435

Non-current financial assets    
Investments in subsidiaries  5 249,065 110,411
Investments in stocks and shares 6 1,456 17,447
other non-current receivables 7 253 506
Total non-current financial assets   250,774  128,364 

TOTAl NON-cURReNT ASSeTS   304,002  171,799

receivable from Group companies  268,260 79,012
accounts receivable  73 40
other receivables  206 1,901
Total receivables   268,539  80,953

 
cash and cash equivalents  69 7
TOTAl cURReNT ASSeTS   268,608  80,959 

TOTAl ASSeTS   572,611  252,758

DKK 1,000 Note 2010  2009 

eQUITY AND lIABIlITIeS    
equity    
share capital 8 48,858 2,992
share premium fund   117,368 86,676
retained earnings  161,902 121,931
Dividend  191,035 18,000
Total equity   519,163  229,599

Non-current liabilities    
Deferred taxes 9 5,225 5,474
Total non-current liabilities   5,225  5,474

current liabilities   
short-term interest bearing debt  34,993 15,979
accounts payable  1,069 1,223
other short term liabilities  12,161 483
Total current liabilities   48,223  17,685 

Total liabilities   53,447  23,159 

TOTAl eQUITY AND lIABIlITIeS   572,611  252,758
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   Share   
   premium Retained Proposed 
DKK 1,000  Share capital account earnings dividends Total 

1 January 2009  2,992 86,676 136,439 5,000 231,107
Paid-out dividends  0 0 0 -5,000 -5,000
Net annual profit  0 0 1,603 0 1,603
fair value on share option  0 0 1,929 0 1,929
adjustment to 01.01  0 0 -41 0 -41
Proposed dividends  0 0 -18,000 18,000 0 

1 January 2010  2,992 86,676 121,930 18,000 229,598
Paid-out dividends  0 0 0 -18,000 -18,000
Dividend on treasury shares  0 0 357 0 357
Net annual profit  0 0 90,114 0 90,114
share issue related to IPo  2,608 72,392 0 0 75,000
costs related to IPo  0 -7,273 0 0 -7,273
sale of treasury shares related to IPo 0 10,679 0 0 10,679
tax on sale of treasury shares   0 -2,820 0 0 -2,820
Equity increase due to merger  972 0 140,512 0 141,484
share split due to merger  42,286 -42,286 0 0 0
adjustments to 01.01  0 0 24 0 24
Proposed dividends  0 0 -191,035 191,035 0 

31 December 2010  48,858 117,368 161,902 191,035 519,163

P/f bakkafrost cHaNGEs IN EQUItY
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NOTe 1. AccOUNTINg PRINcIPleS
the financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the International financial reporting standards 
(Ifrs) endorsed by the European Union (EU) and the additional requirements according to the faroese financial 
reporting act. the accounting policies applied to the consolidated accounts have also been applied to the parent 
company, P/f bakkafrost. the notes to the consolidated accounts provide additional information to the parent 
company’s accounts which is not presented here separately.

the company’s financial statements are presented in Dkk. Investments in subsidiaries are measured at historic cost, 
unless there is any indication of impairment. In case of impairment, an investment is written down to fair value.

NOTe 2. SAlARIeS AND OTHeR PeRSONNel eXPeNSeS    
breakdown of payroll expenses      
      
DKK 1,000 2010 2009
wages and salaries 7,561 2,491
social security taxes 238 79
Pension expenses 132 30
other benefits 450 2
Total payroll expenses   8,381 2,602

average number of full-time employees 14 3
  

      
RemUNeRATION TO SeNIOR eXecUTIveS AND AUDITORS    

for details of remuneration paid to senior executives, see notes to the consolidated financial statements. the 
company paid Dkk 25,000 for audit service and Dkk 10,000 for tax advisory. for services related to prospectus, 
mergers and Ifrs conversion see note to the consolidated financial statements.

NOTe 3. NeT FINANcIAl ITemS      
      
DKK 1,000  2010 2009
Interests received from Group companies 11,450 4,865
other financial income 127 1,780
Financial income 11,577 6,645

DKK 1,000     
Interests paid to Group companies -335 0
Interest expenses on long-term loans -1,749 -2,209
Interest expenses on accounts payable -1 0
Financial expenses  -2,085 -2,209

NOTe 4. PROPeRTY, PlANT AND eQUIPmeNT     
      
 land and Other Total Total
DKK 1,000  buildings equipment 2010 2009
acquisition cost as of 01.01 47,544 415 47,959 42,328
acquisitions during the year 9,965 1,948 11,913 5,631
Acquisition cost as of 31.12 57,509 2,363 59,872 47,959

accumulated depreciation and write-down as of 01.01 -4,519 -6 -4,525 -3,065
Depreciations during the year -1,862 -256 -2,118 -1,460
Accumulated depreciation and write-down as of 31.12 -6,381 -262 -6,643 -4,525

Net book value as of 31.12 51,128 2,100 53,228 43,435

buildings in Glyvrar are located on rented land.      

Estimated lifetime 25 years 3–5 years
Depreciation method linear linear  

P/f bakkafrost – NotEs
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P/f bakkafrost – NotEs

NOTe 5. SUBSIDIARIeS AND ASSOcIATeS      
      
 Subsidiaries Associated
DKK 1,000  2010 2009 2010 2009
acquisition cost as of 01.01 110,411 110,411 0 318
Disposals during the year 0 0 0 -318
additions in connection with merger 141,420 0 0 0
additions during the year 0 0 0 0
Acquisition cost as of 31.12  251,831 110,411 0 0

re-evaluations as of 01.01 0 0 0 -59
re-evaluations during the year 0 0 0 59
reversal during disposal 0 0 0 0
Excess of result payment of dividend -2,766 0 0 0
Re-evaluations as of 31.12  -2,766 0 0 0

Net book value as of 31.12 249,065 110,411 0 0

     carrying carrying
     amount in  amount in
 cost    P/F P/F
DKK 1,000 method Head  voting Bakkafrost   Bakkafrost 
company Yes/No Office Ownership share 2010 2009
      
P/f bakkafrost farming North Yes Glyvrar 100% 100% 71,796 71,796
P/f bakkafrost Processing Yes Glyvrar 100% 100% 30,518 31,884
P/f faroe smolt* Yes Glyvrar 100% 100% 0 1,900
P/f bakkafrost sales Yes Glyvrar 100% 100% 879 879
P/f bakkafrost Packaging Yes Glyvrar 100% 100% 7,781 3,951
P/f bakkafrost Harvesting Yes Glyvrar 100% 100% 6,059 0
P/f bakkafrost farming west Yes Glyvrar 100% 100% 132,032 0
Total subsidiaries         249,065 110,411

* P/f faroe smolt was merged with P/f bakkafrost Packaging 1 January 2010.

P/f bakkafrost and subsidiaries, the Group, own a total of 58.50% in P/f salmon Proteins, which is an 
associated company on the Group level.      

P/f bakkafrost owns 14.23% in P/f salmon Proteins which is in investment in stocks and shares.  

  excess    
  dividend Total  
DKK 1,000  Dividend* on result 2010 2009
P/f bakkafrost farming North 75,000 0 75,000 0
P/f bakkafrost Processing 25,000 -1,366 23,634 0
P/f faroe smolt ** 1,390 -1,400 -10 0
P/f bakkafrost sales 0 0 0 0
P/f bakkafrost Packaging 0 0 0 0
P/f bakkafrost Harvesting 0 0 0 0
P/f bakkafrost farming west 0 0 0 0
Total revenue group contribution  101,390 -2,766 98,624 0

* Dividend from subsidiaries regarding 2009 paid out in 2010,    
** P/f faroe smolt was merged with P/f bakkafrost Packaging 1 January 2010.  
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P/f bakkafrost – NotEs

NOTe 6. INveSTmeNTS IN STOcKS AND SHAReS     

DKK 1,000   2010 2009
acquisition cost as of 01.01 10,083 6,038
acquisitions during the year 0 4,200
reclassification due to merger -10,000 0
Disposals during the year 0 -155
Acquisition cost as of 31.12  83 10,083

re-evaluations as of 01.01 1,279 1,126
re-evaluations during the year 94 6,238
Re-evaluations as of 31.12  1,373 7,364

Net book value as of 31.12  1,456 17,447

shares and holdings in which the Group does not have significant influence are valued at cost. this is due to the 
fact that fair value cannot be measured reliably.     

 

NOTe 7. OTHeR NON-cURReNT ReceIvABleS FAllINg DUe mORe   
THAN ONe YeAR FROm YeAR-eND      
      
DKK 1,000 2010 2009
Loan to municipality 253 506
Acquisition cost as of 31.12   253 506

  
    
      

NOTe 8. SHARe cAPITAl AND mAJOR SHAReHOlDeRS    

DKK 1,000    Share capital
share capital at 31 December 2009  2,992
share issue related to IPo  2,608
sale of treasury shares related to IPo  0
Equity increase due to merger  972
share split due to merger  42,286
Share capital at 31 December 2010  48,858

the share capital is distributed into shares of Dkk 1 and multiplications thereof.   
      
SHAReHOlDeRS      

shareholders holding more than 5% in the company as at 31 December 2010, see the Note in Group accounts.  
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P/f bakkafrost – NotEs

NOTe 9. TAX      
the tax expense for the year breaks down as follows:    
      
DKK 1,000  2010 2009
tax payable 0 0
compensation due to group taxation -1,548 0
change in deferred tax -249 356
Tax expense on ordinary profit  -1,797 356

Tax in the statement of financial position     
DKK 1,000  2010 2009
tax on sale of treasury shares 2,820 0
Deferred tax 5,225 5,474
Tax in the statement of financial position    8,045 5,474

Tax assets not recognised in the statement of financial position    0 0

Specifications of temporary differences     
   

Property, plant and equipment 29,028 28,455
Losses carried forward 0 -4,130
Total temporary differences   29,028 24,325 

Deferred tax liabilities (+) / assets (-)   5,225 4,379

Reconciliation from nominal to actual tax rate   
Profit before tax  88,317 1,959
Expected tax at nominal tax rate (18%) 15,897 353
Permanent differences, including Group contribution without tax effect (18%) -17,769 0
other permanent differences (18%) 75 3
calculated tax expense  -1,797 356 

Effective tax rate  -2.03% 18.16%
  

NOTe 10. SecURITY PleDgeS AND cONTINgeNT lIABIlITIeS   
carrying amount of debt secured by mortgages and pledges   

DKK 1,000 2010  2009
Long-term debt to financial institutions 0 0
short-term debt to financial institutions 34,993 15,979
Leasing debt 0 0
Total 34,993  15,979

carrying amount of assets pledged as security for recognised debt     
Property, plant and equipment 53,228  43,434
Non-current financial assets 250,774 241,229
receivables 268,539 81,108
Total  572,541  365,771

the company has guaranteed as self-debtor for the balance for each Group company in the merged bakkafrost Group. 
  
mortgages in each Group company also count as collateral for the bank debt of other Group companies.  

as part of the guarantees are also any insurance refunds.   
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rEcoNcILIatIoN fo-GaaP to Ifrs GaaP

the annual report of P/f bakkafrost has, until 2009, been prepared according to the faroese financial report-
ing act.

the following reconciliations provide the effect of P/f bakkafrost’s transition to Ifrs.

as of 1 January 2009, all figures will be converted to being prepared according to Ifrs. the conversion is based 
on the actual statement of financial position of the company at 31.12.2008, which is then adjusted according to 
the recognition and measurement requirements of Ifrs.

Ifrs 1 requires presentation of a reconciliation demonstrating the differences between initially reported figures 
according to fo-GaaP and figures prepared according to Ifrs-GaaP:

cHANge IN eQUITY (DKK 1,000)  31.12.2009 01.01.2009
equity FO-gAAP 343,812 229,444

adjustment 01.01 -7 0

IFRS adjustments   

convertible loan / share option 6,085 2,028
subsidiaries at costs -119,196 0
associated companies 0 0
tax on adjustments -1,095 -365
Total IFRS adjustments  -114,206 1,663

equity IFRS-gAAP 229,599 231,107

1)  convertible loan  
 according to Ifrs, convertible loans have to be divided into two items: a) Loan and b) share option. Under 

the previously adopted fo-GaaP, a convertible loan has been entered at face value.

 Under the Ifrs, after deduction of the share option, interest has been calculated on the otherwise interest-
free loan and recognised as financial income in the Profit & Loss. at the time, for conversion in Q4 2009, the 
loan hereafter has reached face value. the share option is measured at fair value at the time for entering the 
convertible loan, and the increase in value until the date for exercise is entered in the Profit & Loss.

2)   Subsidiary at costs 
  Under the previously adopted fo-GaaP, investments in subsidiaries were recognised by the equity method. 

according to Ifrs, investments in subsidiaries shall be measured at cost according to Ias 27, or deemed costs.

 the deemed costs can be the previous GaaP carrying amount at the transition date. bakkafrost has applied 
the carrying amount at the transition date.

3)  Tax on adjustments
 Deferred tax is recognised on Ifrs adjustments with 18%. 
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oPENING baLaNcE at 01.01.2009

IFRS OPeNINg STATemeNT OF FINANcIAl 01.01.2009 Reclassi- IFRS- 01.01.2009
POSITION  (DKK 1,000) FO-gAAP fication Adjustments IFRS-gAAP

ASSeTS     
Property, plant and equipment     
Land, buildings and other real estate 39,263 0 0 39,263
Plant, machinery and other operating equipment 0 0 0 0
Total property, plant and equipment  39,263 0 0 39,263

Non-current financial assets     
Investments in subsidiaries  110,411 0 0 110,411
Investments in stocks and shares 7,423 0 0 7,423
other non-current receivables 1,046 4,200 2,028 7,274
Total non-current financial assets 118,880 4,200 2,028 125,108 

TOTAl NON-cURReNT ASSeTS 158,143 4,200 2,028 164,371

receivable from Group companies 111,709 0 0 111,709
accounts receivable 0 0 0 0
other receivables 4,103 -4,103 0 0
Total receivables  115,812 -4,103 0 111,709

cash and cash equivalents 4 0 0 4
TOTAl cURReNT ASSeTS  115,816 -4,103 0 111,713 

TOTAl ASSeTS  273,959 97 2,028 276,084

IFRS OPeNINg STATemeNT OF FINANcIAl 01.01.2009 Reclassi- IFRS- 01.01.2009
POSITION  (DKK 1,000) FO-gAAP fication Adjustments IFRS-gAAP

eQUITY AND lIABIlITIeS     
equity     
share capital 2,992 0 0 2,992
share premium fund  86,676 0 0 86,676
reserve equity method 99,379 -99,379 0 0
retained earnings 35,397 99,379 1,663 136,439
Dividend 5,000 0 0 5,000
Total equity 229,444 0 1,663 231,107

Non-current liabilities     
Deferred taxes 4,330 0 365 4,695
Long-term interest bearing debts 34,964 0 0 34,964
Total non-current liabilities 39,294 0 365 39,659

current liabilities     
short-term interest bearing debt 3,717 0 0 3,717
accounts payable 403 0 0 403
short-term payables to associated companies 461 0 0 461
other short-term liabilities 640 97 0 737
Total current liabilities 5,221 97 0 5,318 

Total liabilities 44,515 97 365 44,977 

TOTAl eQUITY AND lIABIlITIeS 273,959 97 2,028 276,084
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ProfIt aND Loss fo-GaaP-Ifrs 01.01.2009-31.12.2009

  2009 IFRS 2009
IFRS Profit and loss (DKK 1,000)  FO-gAAP Adjustments IFRS gAAP
   
Operating revenue  3,820 0 3,820

salary and personnel expenses  -2,602 0 -2,602
other operation expenses  -2,405 0 -2,405
Depreciation  -1,460 0 -1,460
earnings before interest and taxes (eBIT)  -2,647 0 -2,647

  
Income from investments in subsidiaries  119,196 -119,196 0
Income from other investments in shares  170 0 170
financial income  4,941 1,704 6,645
Net interest expenses  -2,209 0 -2,209
earnings before taxes (eBT)  119,451 -117,492 1,959

  
taxes  -49 -307 -356
Profit to shareholders of P/F Bakkafrost   119,402 -117,799 1,603
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statEmENt of fINaNcIaL PosItIoN at 31.12.2009

   Adjustment  
 31.12.2009 Reclassi- to opening IFRS- 31.12.2009
(DKK 1,000) FO-gAAP fication balance Adjustments IFRS-gAAP 

ASSeTS      
Property,  plant and equipment      
Land, buildings and other real estate 43,026 0 0 0 43,026
Plant, machinery and other 
operating equipment 409 0 0 0 409
Total property, plant and equipment  43,435 0 0 0 43,435

Non-current financial assets      
Investments in subsidiaries  229,590 17 0 -119,196 110,411
Investments in stocks and shares 11,386 -24 0 6,085 17,447
other non-current receivables 506 0 2,028 -2,028 506
Total non-current financial assets  241,482 -7 2,028 -115,139 128,364  

TOTAl NON-cURReNT ASSeTS  284,917 -7 2,028 -115,139 171,799

receivable from Group companies 79,012 0 0 0 79,012
accounts receivable 40 0 0 0 40
other receivables 1,804 0 97 0 1,901
Total receivables  80,856 0 97 0 80,953

cash and cash equivalents 7 0 0 0 7
TOTAl cURReNT ASSeTS  80,862 0 97 0 80,959  

TOTAl ASSeTS  365,779 -7 2,125 -115,139 252,758

eQUITY AND lIABIlITIeS      
equity      
share capital 2,992 0 0 0 2,992
share premium fund  86,676 0 0 0 86,676
reserve equity method 218,711 -136 -99,379 -119,196 0
retained earnings 17,433 129 101,042 3,326 121,931
Dividend 18,000  0 0 0 18,000
Total equity 343,812 -7 1,663 -115,870 229,599

  
Non-current liabilities      
Deferred taxes 4,379 0 365 730 5,474
Long-term interest bearing debts 0 0 0 0 0
Total non-current liabilities 4,379 0 365 730 5,474

  
current liabilities     
short-term interest bearing debt 15,979 0 0 0 15,979
accounts payable 1,223 0 0 0 1,223
short-term payables to associated companies 0 0 0 0 0
other short-term liabilities 386 0 97 0 483
Total current liabilities  17,588 0 97 0 17,685  

Total liabilities  21,967 0 462 730 23,159  

TOTAl eQUITY AND lIABIlITIeS  365,779 -7 2,125 -115,139 252,758
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coNtacts

P/F BAKKAFROST

P/f bakkafrost 
bakkavegur 9
fo-625 Glyvrar
faroe Islands

telephone:  +298 40 50 00
fax:  +298 40 50 09
E-mail:  bakkafrost@bakkafrost.com
website:   www.bakkafrost.com



bakkavegur 9 · fo-625 Glyvrar · faroe Islands · telephone: +298 40 50 00 · fax: +298 40 50 09 · bakkafrost@bakkafrost.com · www.bakkafrost.com
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